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Abstract 

A fundamental understanding of attachment of engineered nanoparticles to environmental 

surfaces is essential for the prediction of nanoparticle fate and transport in the environment. 

The present work investigates the attachment of non-coated silver nanoparticles and citrate 

coated silver nanoparticles to different model surfaces and environmental surfaces in the 

presence and absence of humic acid. Batch sorption experiments were used for this 

investigation. The objective of this thesis was to investigate how silver nanoparticles interact 

with surfaces having different chemical functional groups. The effect of presence of HA, on 

the particle-surface interactions was also investigated.  

In the absence of humic acid, nanoparticle-surface interactions or attachment was influenced 

by the chemical nature of the interacting surfaces. On the other hand, in the presence of 

humic acid, nanoparticle-surface attachment was influenced by the specific surface area of 

the sorbent surfaces. The sorption of non-coated silver nanoparticles and citrate coated 

nanoparticles to all the surfaces was nonlinear and best described by Langmuir isotherm, 

indicating monolayer sorption of nanoparticles on to the surfaces. This can be explained as 

due to the blocking effect generated by the particle-particle repulsion. In the presence of 

humic acid, sorption of nanoparticles to the surfaces was linear. When the humic acid was 

present in the interacting medium, both the nanoparticles and surfaces were getting coated 

with humic acid and this masks the chemical functionalities of the surfaces. This leads to the 

change in particle-surface interactions, in the presence of humic acid. For the silver 

nanoparticle sorption from an unstable suspension, the sorption isotherms did not follow any 

classical sorption models, suggesting interplay between aggregation and sorption. 

Citrate coated silver nanoparticles and humic acid coated silver nanoparticles showed a 

depression in sorption compared to the sorption of non-coated silver nanoparticles. In the 
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case of citrate coated silver nanoparticles the decrease in sorption can be explained by the 

more negative zeta potential of citrate coated nanoparticles compared to non-coated ones. For 

humic acid coated nanoparticles the sorption depression can be due to the steric hindrance 

caused by the free humic acid molecules which may coat the sorbent surface or due to the  

competition for sorption sites between the nanoparticle and free humic acid molecules present 

in the suspension. Thus nanoparticle surface chemistry is an important factor that determines 

the attachment of nanoparticles towards surfaces and it makes the characterization of 

nanoparticle surface an essential step in the study of their fate in the environment. 

Another aim of this study was to introduce the potential of chemical force microscopy for 

nanoparticle surface characterization. With the use of this technique, it was possible to 

distinguish between bare silver nanoparticles, citrate coated silver nanoparticles, and humic 

acid coated silver nanoparticles. This was possible by measuring the adhesion forces between 

the nanoparticles and five different AFM probes having different chemical functionalization. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Ein grundlegendes Verständnis der Anlagerung von künstlich hergestellten Nanopartikeln ist 

für die Prognose des Schicksals und Transports von Nanopartikeln in der Umwelt 

unerlässlich. In dieser Arbeit wurde die Anlagerung von unbedeckten und mit Citrat 

bedeckten Silbernanopartikeln an unterschiedliche Modell- und Umweltoberflächen in An- 

und Abwesenheit der Huminsäure untersucht. Für diese Untersuchungen wurden 

Sorptionsexperimente durchgeführt. Das Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es zu untersuchen, wie die 

Silbernanopartikel mit Oberflächen wechselwirken, die verschiedene chemische funktionelle 

Gruppen besitzen. Dabei wurde ebenfalls der Effekt der Huminsäure auf die 

Wechselwirkungen zwischen Partikel und Oberfläche untersucht. 

Die Wechselwirkungen zwischen Nanopartikel und Oberfläche sind in Abwesenheit der 

Huminsäure wahrscheinlich durch die chemische Natur der wechselwirkenden Oberflächen 

beeinflusst. In Anwesenheit der Huminsäure wurde diese chemische Sensitivität gegen 

Anlagerung von Nanopartikeln nicht beobachtet und die Sorption war durch die spezifische 

Oberfläche von Sorbentien beeinflusst. Die Sorptionsisothermen wurden für die Sorption von 

Silbernanopartikeln an allen Oberflächen in Abwesenheit der Huminsäure durch Langmuir-

Modell beschrieben. Das deutete auf Monoschicht-Sorption der Nanopartikel an Oberflächen 

hin. Das kann durch den bei der Partikel-Partikel-Abstoßung generierten blockierenden 

Effekt erklärt werden. In Anwesenheit der Huminsäure zeigten alle Sorptionsisothermen ein 

lineares Verhalten. Wenn die Huminsäure im Wechselwirkungsmedium vorhanden war, 

waren die Nanopartikel und Oberflächen mit Huminsäure bedeckt. Dadurch wird die 

chemische Funktionalität von Oberflächen maskiert. Das führt zu den Unterschieden 

zwischen Partikel-Oberfläche-Wechselwirkungen in An- und Abwesenheit der Huminsäure. 
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Die mit Citrat und Huminsäure bedeckten Silbernanopartikel zeigten eine Abnahme der 

Sorption an Oberflächen im Vergleich zu unbedeckten Silbernanopartikeln. Im Falle der mit 

Citrat bedeckten Silbernanopartikel kann die Abnahme der Sorption durch elektrostatische 

Kräfte erklärt werden, da diese Partikel ein mehr negatives Zetapotential zeigten. Die 

Sorptionsabnahme für die mit Huminsäure bedeckten Nanopartikel ist offensichtlich eine 

Folge der sterischen Behinderung, da es auf Grund der Sorption der Huminsäure an 

Oberflächen zur Konkurrenz zwischen Nanopartikeln und Huminsäuremolekülen für die 

Sorptionsplätze kommt. Durch die chemischen Eigenschaften der Nanopartikeloberfläche 

wird die Effizienz der Anlagerung an Oberflächen beeinflusst. Deswegen ist die 

Charakterisierung der Nanopartikeloberfläche ein wichtiger Schritt bei der Untersuchung des 

Schicksals von Nanopartikeln in der Umwelt. 

Ein anderes Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es das Potential der chemischen Kraftmikroskopie für die 

Charakterisierung von Nanopartikeloberflächen mit chemischer Sensitivität zu zeigen. Durch 

die Anwendung dieser Methode war es möglich zwischen unbedeckten, mit Citrat und 

Huminsäure bedeckten Silbernanopartikeln zu unterscheiden. Das wurde durch die Messung 

der Adhäsionskräfte zwischen Nanopartikeln und fünf verschiedenen Atomkraftmikroskope-

Spitzen mit unterschiedlichen chemischen Funktionalisierungen ermöglicht.
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1.1 General Introduction and Background 

Nanoscience and nanotechnology involve the synthesis, assembly, manipulation and 

application of engineered nanoparticles (Nagarajan 2008). Engineered nanoparticles (ENP) 

may be defined as any intentionally produced particles, that have a dimension from 1 to 

100 nm, and having characteristic properties that defer from its bulk form(Auffan et al. 2009; 

Vert et al. 2012). Engineered nanoparticles are the fundamental building blocks for various 

nanotechnology applications (Nagarajan 2008) because of their (1) small size, which 

corresponds to large surface-to-volume ratio, (2) tailorable physical and chemical properties, 

which relate to size, shape, composition and coating, (3) unique target binding properties and 

(4) specific emissive, absorptive and light scattering properties (Rosi et al. 2005). Wide 

ranges of synthesis techniques have been developed to produce nanoparticles with desirable 

properties. These synthetic methods can be generalized in to two main categories, top-down 

synthesis involving milling, photolithography, and electron beam lithography, and bottom-up 

synthesis involving chemical reactions, nucleation and growth processes, and physical and 

chemical vapor deposition methods (Pandey et al. 2011; Iqbal et al. 2012). Depending on 

chemical composition, nanoparticles can be carbon based materials like fullerenes and carbon 

nanotubes (Rao et al. 1996); metals like silver, gold, and iron; metal oxides like titanium 

dioxide, zinc oxide, and iron oxide; quantum dots like cadmium sulfide and cadmium 

selenide and polymer based materials like polystyrene and polyethyleneimine (Ju-Nam et al. 

2008; Moreno-Vega et al. 2012), among which metallic nanoparticles are of particular 

interest because of their amenability of synthesis, ease of functionalization and ease of 

detection (Bönnemann et al. 2001).  

The rapid development and expansion of nanotechnology make nanoindustry, one of the 

fastest growing industries in the history of mankind (LuxResearch 2008). Currently 

nanoparticles have significant impact on almost all industries and all areas of society. 
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Although the promise and potentials of nanotechnology to improve our quality of life seems 

unlimited and bright, its development will expose engineered nanoparticles to different 

environmental compartments (Gottschalk et al. 2013), where their possible impacts remain 

unknown. Hence the study of environmental implications of ENP, including fate, transport 

and toxicity is a major concern. The aggregation behavior and the surface properties of ENP 

are important factors that control their mobility and transport in aquatic and terrestrial 

environmental systems, which determine their attachment and interaction with environmental 

collector surfaces like biofilm, algae, plants, fungi, humic substances and soil sediments 

(Navarro et al. 2008). Interaction of ENP with natural organic matter is also an important 

point to consider since it alters the aggregation behavior and surface properties of ENP. There 

was always a gap in knowledge concerning the fate, transport and transformations of ENP in 

different environmental compartments, since there are a number of parameters and factors to 

be considered. Hence there is a critical need for pilot studies addressing fate and transport of 

ENP in the environment.  In the same way, development of techniques for the detailed 

surface characterization of nanoparticles also needs a significant attention with regard to 

nanoparticle fate studies. 

1.2 Engineered silver nanoparticles: Properties, production,  and 

applications 

Silver is a naturally occurring precious metal and has been used in a wide variety of 

applications like medicine, utensils, food containers, jewellery, coins, cloths, and building 

materials even from ancient civilizations. As the understanding of the material increased, its 

applications became far more sophisticated and today this metal is widely used in catalysis 

and electronic applications as well (Jiang et al. 2005; Takei et al. 2013).  

Numerous methods have been developed for the synthesis of silver nanoparticles (nAg) with 

different sizes, shapes, zeta potential, and surface coating. Some of the methods are: 
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(1) solution-phase synthesis technique using silver salt and any reducing agent to produce 

electrostatically stabilized silver nanoparticles (Mulfinger et al. 2007), (2) chemical reduction 

in the presence of capping agents to produce sterically stabilized nanoparticles (Song et al. 

2009), (3) high temperature reduction in porous solid matrices (Wang et al. 2002), (4) vapor-

phase deposition of silver onto a solid support (Zhao et al. 2002), (5) laser ablation of a metal 

target into a liquid suspension (Mafune et al. 2000), (6) photo reduction of Ag ions (Huang 

et al. 1996), and (7) electrolysis of an Ag salt solution (Zhu et al. 2000).  

Miniaturization of silver into nano-dimensions makes it a candidate in applications that 

involve light because of its unique surface plasmon properties. Silver nanoparticles (nAg) 

exhibit the highest efficiency of plasmon excitation among the other metal nanoparticles 

(Mulvaney 1996). Surface palsmons are collective electron oscillations in metal nanoparticle 

which can be excited by light (Klar et al. 1998). In metal nanoparticles, surface plasmons 

show a pronounced optical resonance in the visible or UV part of the spectrum and the 

resonance frequency of these oscillations are determined by the dielectric properties of the 

metal, the surrounding medium and the size and shape of the particle (Klar et al. 1998; 

Rycenga et al. 2011). Optical excitation of surface plasmons in silver nanoparticles is known 

to be the most efficient mechanism by which light interacts with matter (Evanoff et al.  2005). 

In addition silver is the only material whose plasmon resonance can be tuned to any 

wavelength in the visible spectrum (Evanoff et al. 2005; Rycenga et al. 2011). These superior 

performance of silver nanoparticles with respect to plasmonic properties make them a 

candidate in applications like biosensing, surface enhanced Raman scattering, and plasmon 

circuitry (Katrin et al. 2002; Ren et al. 2005; Xia et al. 2005; Jung et al. 2013). Moreover the 

optical properties makes nAg an easily characterizable nanomaterial and thus nAg is a 

suitable material for research topics as well. 
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Silver nanoparticles are also well known for their antibacterial (Sotiriou et al. 2010) 

fungicidal (Niazi et al. 2011), and antiviral (Lara et al. 2010) properties. Because of the 

antimicrobial properties, nAg has been highly commercialized and it is found in a wide 

category of commercial products available in the market like food packaging materials, 

storage materials, water purificants, cloths, room sprays, detergents, washing machines, 

paints, lotions and soaps, surgical instruments, implantable devices, hygiene products, and 

bone cement (Benn et al. 2008; Kumar et al. 2008; Nadworny et al. 2008; Geranio et al. 

2009; Nowack et al. 2011; Quadros et al. 2011; Walser et al. 2011). More and more products 

containing silver are getting added in to the market with advancements in its research and 

development.  

1.3 Fate of Silver nanoparticles in the environment 

The widespread application of nAg in our daily life inevitably increases its exposure to 

environmental systems and living organisms. Increased release of such a powerful 

antimicrobial material into the environment will affect the bacterial colonies in natural 

system, thereby affecting nature’s balance. There is also growing evidence that nAg is highly 

toxic to mammalian cells (Wen et al. 2007), stem cells (Braydich-Stolle et al. 2005), brain 

cells (Grosse et al. 2013), and liver cells (Hussain et al. 2005) of higher order organisms. 

However it is still not clear, if nanoparticles themselves have some toxic effects or it’s just 

because of the Ag ions released from the nanoiparticles (Carlson et al. 2008; Bondarenko et 

al. 2013).  

As the nanoparticles reach the environment, they can undergo transformations or aggregation 

which will determine their toxicity, fate, and transport (Levard et al. 2012). Hence to 

understand the mechanism behind the toxicity of nanoparticles, it is important to thoroughly 

analyze the physico-chemical properties of nanoparticles under relevant conditions. 
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1.3.1 Factors influencing fate and transport of nAg 

The fate and transport of nAg in the environment is governed by a number of variables, such 

as particle size, surface charge, surface coatings and the surrounding environmental 

conditions including electrolyte composition, ionic strength, pH and presence of natural 

organic matter (NOM).  

In the environmental compartments silver nanoparticles can get transformed by oxidation, 

dissolution, sulfidation, chlorination and regeneration (Yu et al. 2012). nAg surface can be 

transformed to Ag2O in high relative humidity conditions (oxidation), Ag + ions can be 

released from nAg surface depending on pH, temperature, ionic strength, and presence of 

dissolved oxygen (dissolution), nanosized Ag2S can be formed by the reaction of nAg or Ag+ 

with sulphur rich substances (sulfidation), AgCl can be formed in the presence of chloride 

ions (chlorination), and organic matter can reduce the silver ions released from nAg, to small 

nanoparticles under natural sunlight (regeneration). 

Once released into the environment, nAg could undergo different pathways of transport. If 

the nanoparticles remain as individual particles in suspension and stay stable, they can be 

transported long distances. On the other hand, under favorable conditions resulting in 

particle-particle or particle-surface interactions, they are less likely to travel long distances 

(Yu et al. 2012). Particle-particle interactions and particle-surface interactions thus play a key 

role in controlling the aggregation, deposition and transport of nAg (Petosa et al. 2010). 

These interactions have traditionally been described by Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek 

(DLVO) theory of colloidal stability, considering van der Waals and electrical double layer 

interactions. However, non DLVO interactions such as steric, magnetic and hydration forces 

also play an important role and thus to be considered (Petosa et al. 2010). Particle-particle or 

particle-surface interactions are termed favorable in the absence of repulsive interaction 
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energies, whereas these interactions are unfavorable when repulsive colloidal interactions 

predominates (Tufenkji et al. 2004). Colloid deposition or attachment under saturated 

conditions is commonly described in the literature by colloid filtration theory (Yao et al. 

1971). This theory assumes that the colloids are irreversibly retained in the primary minimum 

of DLVO interaction energy profile as shown in figure 1 (Torkzaban et al. 2007). The huge 

energy barriers in this case will result in a firm attachment of nanoparticles on the surfaces. In 

contrast, for unfavorable conditions, where there is a prevailing repulsive electrostatic 

interaction between the particles and surfaces, the deposition or attachment will be occurring 

in secondary energy minimum (Redman et al. 2004). Thus, under unfavorable conditions, 

colloids can still get attached to the solid surfaces because of the presence of secondary 

minima at interaction distances greater than the location of energy barrier. In this case the 

attachment will be reversible and weak (Torkzaban et al. 2007). 

 

Figure 1: DLVO interraction energy profile showing primary and secondary minimum. 

The attachment of particles in secondary minimum is sensitive to hydrodynamic shear and 

solution chemistry or the depth of the secondary minimum (Torkzaban et al. 2007). 
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Hydrodynamic shear forces may result in detachment of particles. As the ionic strength of the 

solution increases the depth of secondary minimum also increases (Torkzaban et al. 2007). 

Also, it has been shown in studies that the depth of secondary minimum increases with 

colloid size as a result of an enhancement in attractive van der Waals interactions. Kinetic 

studies of particle deposition and aggregation show its dependence on the height of energy 

barrier (Elimelech et al. 1995; Petosa et al. 2010). Particles having the ability to overcome the 

energy barrier will undergo aggregation, or surface deposition in a deep primary energy 

minimum. Smaller particles exhibit much lower energy barriers than micrometer sized 

particles (Elimelech et al. 1995). Thus nanoparticle size and aggregation behavior is also an 

important factor governing the deposition and transport. 

Particle-surface interactions are also influenced by physical/chemical heterogeneities present 

on the collector surfaces such as surface roughness and geochemical heterogeneities (Petosa 

et al. 2010). There is evidence in the literature which shows that the inherent physical and 

chemical/charge heterogeneities of collector surfaces and nanoparticle surfaces can control 

particle deposition behavior under unfavorable conditions (Song et al. 1994; Tufenkji et al.  

2004; Tufenkji et al. 2005). NOM, existing in environmental systems, is also a key factor 

influencing the fate of nAg by controlling the surface speciation and charge of nanoparticles 

(Navarro et al. 2008). NOM may attach to the nanoparticle surface physically or by 

electrostatic, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions (Xu et al. 2013). NOM can 

modify the collector surface properties by coating and it also has the capacity to influence the 

aggregation state of nAg, by steric or electrostatic stabilization. Thus, the presence of NOM 

in the environmental compartment also controls the nanoparticles fate and transport by 

influencing the particle size and surface chemistry. 
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1.4 Objectives and working hypothesis 

Even though, the nanoparticle attachment and transport behavior in controlling fate and 

transport of silver nanoparticles is a widely discussed topic in recent years, there are still 

some detailed investigations needed to understand different factors controlling nanoparticle 

attachment. Fate and transport of nanoparticles in the environment will be determined by how 

the nanoparticles interact with themselves or with collector surfaces to get deposited or 

carried away. 

Thus the objective of this study was to investigate the attachment of silver nanoparticles to 

different model and environmental surfaces and the factors involved in this attachment 

process. The nanoparticle-surface attachment was studied using batch sorption experiments 

and classical sorption models are used to describe the attachment under quasi equilibrium 

conditions. A set of five model surfaces with different functional groups, covering a wide 

range of intermolecular interactions were selected for the sorption experiment to study the 

dependence of collector surface chemistry on nanoparticle fate. Environmental surfaces 

having comparable chemical composition as model surfaces were also experimented the same 

way to see the consistency of the method in environmental point of view. Another objective 

of this study was to investigate the influence of organic matter present in the environment on 

nanoparticle-surface interactions both qualitatively and quantitatively. Physico-chemical 

properties of nanoparticles like surface charge, surface coating, particle size, and stability 

were also varied in experiments to understand the influence of respective parameters in 

nanoparticle-surface attachment and deposition. These physico-chemical properties of 

nanoparticles were characterized extensively using different characterization techniques like 

dynamic light scattering (DLS), UV-vis spectroscopy, fluorescent spectroscopy, surface 

enhanced Raman spectroscopy, Total organic carbon (TOC) measurements, inductively 
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coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), energy 

dispersive X-ray scattering (EDX), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and atomic 

force microscopy (AFM). The potential of chemical force microscopy (CFM) to characterize 

nanoparticle surfaces is also proposed in the thesis. 

The hypotheses followed in the thesis are: 

i. Nanoparticle-surface interactions can be described by classical sorption isotherms 

considering nanoparticles as sorbate and surfaces as sorbents. 

ii. Nanoparticle-surface interactions will include both DLVO interactions and electrostatic 

interactions. Thus the sorption will be sensitive to the chemical nature of the surfaces and 

zeta potential of the suspensions.  

iii. In the case of unstable suspensions, aggregation will overbalance sorption, resulting in a 

negligible sorption compared to the sorption of stable suspensions. 

iv. Presence of NOM in the environment will result in the attachment of NOM to both the 

nanoparticle and the sorbent surface. Hence particle-surface interactions will be governed by 

NOM- NOM interactions.  

v. Nanoparticle coating and size will also influence the sorption quantity because of the 

change in van der Waals and electrostatic forces accompanying the particle-surface 

interactions  

1.5  Structure of the thesis 

The thesis has three main chapters. Chapter 2 entitled ‘Sorption of silver nanoparticles to 

environmental and model surfaces’ includes the experimental results of batch sorption study 

conducted for the sorption of bare silver nanoparticles to the model surfaces and 

environmental surfaces. Hypothesis 1, 2 and 3 were checked in this chapter. The detailed 
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characterization of silver nanoparticles using a set of techniques is also included in the 

chapter. 

Chapter 3 entitled ‘Effect of humic acid on the sorption of bare and citrate coated silver 

nanoparticles to environmental and model surfaces’, includes the experimental result for the 

sorption of bare and citrate coated nanoparticles on to the surfaces in the presence of humic 

acid (HA). Hypothesis 4 and 5 are checked in detail in this chapter. Nanoparticle- HA 

interactions, HA- surface interactions particle-surface interactions are considered and 

contribution of each interaction toward the particle sorption is discussed. 

Chapter 4 entitled ‘Chemical Force Microscopy – A promising tool to analyze nanoparticle 

surface modifications’ is a method development chapter. This chapter includes 

characterization of all the nanoparticle suspensions used in the sorption studies, with 

chemical force microscopy. Detailed characterization of nanoparticle surface is very 

important when considering their environmental fate. Chemical force microscopy is an AFM 

based method with which we get chemical characteristics on the sample surface in nanometer 

resolution. Chemically modified AFM probes are used in this technique and in this study 5 

different types of chemical modifications are used. Standardization of AFM probes for 

chemical sensitivity is also elucidated in this chapter. 

Finally the conclusions of this study and recommendations for future work are summarized in 

chapter 5.  
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2.1 Abstract 

The fate of engineered nanoparticles in environmental systems is controlled by changes in 

colloidal stability and their interaction with different environmental surfaces. Little is known 

about nanoparticle-surface interactions on the basis of sorption isotherms under quasi-

equilibrium conditions, although sorption isotherms are a valuable means of studying sorbate-

sorbent interactions. We tested the extent to which the sorption of engineered silver 

nanoparticles (nAg) from stable and unstable suspensions to model (sorbents with specific 

chemical functional groups) and environmental (plant leaves and sand) surfaces can be 

described by classical sorption isotherms. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM) qualitative and quantitative analyses were also used to assess the 

morphology and nanomechanical parameters of the covered surfaces. The sorption of nAg 

from stable suspensions was non-linear and best described by the Langmuir isotherm. 

Langmuir coefficients varied with sorbent surface chemistry. For nAg sorption from an 

unstable suspension, the sorption isotherms did not follow any classical sorption models, 

suggesting interplay between aggregation and sorption. The validity of the Langmuir 

isotherm suggests monolayer sorption, which can be explained by the blocking effect due to 

electrostatic repulsion of individual nanoparticles. In unstable suspensions, aggregates are 

instead formed in suspension, formed on the surface and then sorbed, or formed in both ways. 

2.2 Introduction 

Engineered inorganic nanoparticles (EINP) are vital candidates for diverse novel and 

potential applications through their unique antimicrobial, electronic, optical and structural 

strength enhancement properties (Lee et al. 2010). EINPs are intentionally produced particles 

with at least one dimensional limit of 1 to 100 nm and which display special properties that 

differ from bulk material with the same chemical composition (Auffan et al. 2009, Hochella 
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et al. 2008). Silver nanoparticles (nAg) display antimicrobial properties (Sotiriou et al. 2010),
 

leading to their use in fabrics, paints, personal care products, water filters, and other products 

(Lee et al. 2003, Jain et al. 2005, Kumar et al. 2008). Estimated global production of nAg is 

500 tons per year and environmental concentration of nAg in soil and in water were predicted 

as 0.02 µg/kg and 0.03 µg/L, respectively (Mueller et al. 2008). Hence there is a chance of 

nAg entering wastewater streams and other aquatic environmental systems (Lin et al. 2011). 

There are also studies highlighting the mobility of nAg via food chains (Zhao et al. 2010, 

García-Alonso et al. 2011). Thus, a significant amount of the nAg entering the environment is 

also expected to reach organisms. Despite potential adverse effects there is still a lack of 

knowledge and it remains imperative to improve our current understanding of their 

environmental risk, transport and fate (Wijnhoven et al. 2009).
 

In aquatic environments and aquatic-terrestrial transition zones, the fate of EINPs is mainly 

determined by the nature of particle itself, hydrodynamic conditions, and the interaction of 

these particles with environmental surfaces such as leaves, organisms, and natural colloids 

(Petosa et al.2010, Hahn et al. 2003, Badawy et al. 2010). EINPs can be immobilized via 

attachment to sessile environmental surfaces or sedimentation following homo- and 

heteroaggregation (Nowack et al. 2007, Klaine et al. 2008). They can also undergo chemical 

transformations such as oxidation, reduction, partial dissolution, hydrolysis, and biological 

degradation (Petosa et al. 2010). 

To date, interactions between EINPs and surfaces have been investigated mainly in the 

context of nanoparticle transport in porous media using column experiments (Zhang et al. 

2010, Song et al. 2011, Tufenkji et al. 2003, Ko et al. 2000). Another approach involves 

investigating nanoparticle deposition kinetics using a quartz crystal microbalance (Chen et al. 

2006, Fatisson et al. 2009, Furman et al. 2013). Column scale experiments give indirect 

access to information such as attachment efficiency, deposition kinetics, aggregation kinetics, 
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and the retention of nanoparticles (Petosa et al. 2010). In these studies, silica gel (bare and 

coated with humic acid), glass beads (hydrophobic and hydrophilic), sand, and soil were used 

as sorbents (Petosa et al. 2010). It is known from experiments using non-invasive imaging 

techniques, that any heterogeneity of the sample translates into a change of the apparent 

sorption of filtration parameters (Baumann et al. 2005). Thus, the parameters derived from 

those experiments are likely ambiguous. 

Surface chemistry also plays a significant role in nanoparticle attachment (Park et al. 2008). 

However, very few systematic studies (Lin et al. 2011, Marciano et al. 2008, Shateri Khalil-

Abad et al. 2009) focus on the dependence of EINPs on the chemistry of the collector surface. 

Further studies focus on the sorption of molecules (Tsai et al. 2011) and metal ions (Song 

et al. 2011) to nanoparticles, describing the sorption using a Langmuir isotherm. Kinetic 

studies are available on the dynamic aspects of nanoparticle deposition based, for example, 

on the random sequential adsorption (RSA) model (Johnson et al. 1995). However, studies on 

the adsorption of nanoparticles to surfaces under quasi-equilibrium conditions are less 

frequently referenced in literature (Wagener et al. 2012). In a study investigating the 

Langmuir sorption of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots to model substrate, Park et al. expressed the 

need of future studies to assess the universality of this phenomenon (Park et al. 2008). 

Interaction forces governing nanoparticle deposition and aggregation have been described by 

the DLVO (Derjaguin, Landau,Verwey, and Overbeek) theory of colloidal stability (Petosa et 

al. 2010, Verwey et al. 1948). In the current DLVO and extended DLVO conception, only 

van der Waals interactions are considered and a further extension of interaction theory 

includes the Lifshitz theory to account for Lewis acid-base interactions (Hoek et al. 2006, van 

Oss et al. 1993). Based on these models we can assume that under comparable electrostatic 

situations and in stable suspensions, nanoparticle-surface interactions are controlled mainly 

by their ability to interact via each intermolecular interaction type. A new model for colloid 
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transport eliminates the empirical concept of the attachment efficiency by splitting the colloid 

population into with different physico-chemical characteristics and therefore different 

sticking efficiency (Landkamer et al. 2013). This model, while ad hoc applicable to 

heterogeneous environmental particles, could benefit from a mechanistic description of the 

interaction between colloids and surfaces as presented in this study. 

The analog in the interaction between organic chemicals and surfaces are polyparameter 

linear free energy relationship (pp-LFER) or linear solvation energy relationship (LSER) 

models (Abraham et al. 1987), which describe the partitioning of neutral chemicals between 

two phases by considering the energy contributions of the most important intermolecular 

interactions (Goss et al. 2001, Tuelp et al. 2008). Although nanoparticle-surface interactions 

are also subject to additional influences like electrostatic repulsion, electrostatic attraction, or 

steric repulsion – which are not yet directly integrated into the LFER model (Cho et al. 2004) 

– we expect that attractive interactions between nanoparticles and surfaces beyond 

electrostatic interactions will follow comparable patterns to those expected for intermolecular 

interactions. 

The objective of this study was to assess whether the interaction of nanoparticles with 

surfaces can be described by classical sorption models and to what extent it depends on and 

varies with suspension stability. For this we investigated the attachment of nAg from stable 

and unstable suspensions to model surfaces undergoing well-defined chemical interactions 

(Tuelp et al.2008)
39

, and environmental surfaces (glass beads, silica gel, quartz sand, leaf 

discs) from stable suspensions. The presence of nanoparticles on the sorbent surface was 

detected directly using adhesion-force measurements from AFM analyses. This technique is 

proposed as a tool to quantify the effective surface accessible to nanoparticles. 
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2.3 Materials and Methods 

2.3.1 Preparation of the nAg suspension.  

The nAg powder was purchased from io-li-tec (Ionic Liquid Technologies, Germany). They 

were produced using plasma-chemical vapor deposition (CVD). According to the 

manufacturer, their primary particle size was 35 nm. An aqueous nanoparticle suspension was 

prepared by following a standard protocol for preparing nanoparticle suspensions from dry 

powder using an ultrasonic processor without a stabilizing agent (Taurozzi et al. 2010).
 

2.3.2 Characterisation of nAg  

To confirm the existence of surface plasmon resonance, we recorded the UV/Vis spectrum of 

the nAg suspension using a SPECORD 50 device (Analytic Jena, Germany). To obtain nAg 

size information, dynamic light scattering (DLS, Beckman Coulter-Delsa Nano C, USA), 

AFM (Veeco Nanoscope V) and Transmission electron microscope (TEM, LEO 922 

OMEGA) were employed. Samples for size and morphology analyses by AFM, were 

prepared by dipping a leaf disc of Ficus benjamina (see below) into a nanoparticle suspension 

and drying it overnight in a laminar flow cabinet (Spectec, Germany). Tapping-mode AFM 

images were taken using phosphorus-doped silicon probes with a force constant of 5 N/m and 

125-169 kHz tapping frequency. TEM samples were prepared on a carbon coated copper grid 

by spraying the suspension using ultrasonic atomizer. To determine the fraction of dissolved 

Ag ions in a suspension, it was filtered using centrifugal ultrafiltration tubes with a 10 nm 

cut-off, as the particle size distribution did not show any particles smaller than 10 nm. Ag in 

filtered and unfiltered suspensions was determined using inductively coupled plasma-

quadrupol mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) after digesting 

the nAg with 5% HNO3 for 24 hours, agitated at room temperature (Taurozzi et al. 2010). 

Our preliminary experiments showed that yields from this standard method differ by less than 
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0.5% from those of digestion methods with higher HNO3 concentrations and with microwave 

extraction. To get information about the surface chemistry of nanoparticles, energy-dispersive 

X-ray (EDX, Bruker AXS Microanalysis, Germany) and surface-enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy (Horiba LabRAM HR Raman microscope, Japan) were used. For EDX 

measurements, samples were prepared by air drying 10 µL of nAg suspension on aluminum 

discs. For Raman spectroscopy, samples were prepared by air drying 10 µL of nAg 

suspension on a silicon wafer. We used a He-Ne excitation laser (λo = 632.8 nm, power = 

35 mW) to acquire Raman spectra. Wavelength calibration was accomplished using the first-

order phonon band of pure silicon at 520 cm-1 and by zero-order correction of the grating 

used through a 50x magnification objective. Raman spectra of nanoparticles were recorded 

within an exposure time of 1 second, through a 100x magnification objective. 

2.3.3 Model surfaces for sorption studies 

Following an idea of Tuelp and co-workers (Tuelp et al. 2008), who used column packing 

materials for HPLC systems to determine the LSER parameters for complex pesticides and 

pharmaceuticals, we worked with the following materials from YMC Europe GmbH: 

YMC*Gel Pro C18 RS (octadecane (C18) functional group), YMC*Gel Phenyl (phenyl (Ph) 

functional group), YMC*Gel Cyano (cyano (CN) functional group), and YMC*Gel Diol 

(diol (OH) functional group). In addition to these HPLC packing materials, we used silica gel 

(Carl Roth GmbH) and glass beads as model surfaces, and as simple representants of  

environmental surfaces with surface chemistry similar to that of the model materials, we used 

sand and leaf discs (Ficus benjamina, family: Moraceae). Five leaf discs with a diameter of 4 

mm were used for the experiment. The surface areas of all surfaces were measured using 

BET (Autosorb 1-MP (Quantachrom), USA) by nitrogen physisorption. The surface charge 

was measured using a particle charge detector (PCD 02 Mütek, Germany). Sorbents were 

dispersed in water and titrated using an anionic polyelectrolyte (polydiallyl-
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dimethylammonium chloride, 0.1 mmol L
-1

), in an automatic titrator and the isoelectric point 

was detected via a PCD. The surface charge (Qc) was evaluated from the amount of 

polyelectrolyte used until zero charge as 

 
Q

c
=

V c

w
 (1) 

where V is the volume of polyelectrolyte added (L), c is the charge of polyelectrolyte 

(molcL
-1

), and w is the sample amount (Kg). Table S1 (SI) shows the characteristic 

parameters of the sorbents. 

2.3.4 Sorption experiments 

Sorption experiments were carried out by adding specific amounts of sorbents to nAg 

suspensions and agitating them at a speed of 15 rpm for 14 hours in an overhead shaker at 

19°C. This duration was identified as sufficient for equilibrium conditions in preliminary 

experiments. Eight different initial concentrations of nAg, ranging from 0 to 40 µg/L, were 

prepared for the sorption experiments. Higher nAg concentrations were avoided to prevent 

homoaggregation of the particles (González et al. 2002). After agitation, the surfaces were 

separated by centrifugation using a speed of 1985 g (3500 rpm) for 20 min, which is low 

enough to avoid sedimentation of nanoparticles in the size range relevant for this study 

(Lentfer et al. 2003).
43

 Concentrations of Ag in suspensions before and after sorption were 

measured using ICP-MS. In order to test, to which extent sorption of dissolved silver ions 

may contribute to the overall sorption, additional sorption experiments were done with a Ag+ 

solution, obtained by centrifugal filtration of a nAg suspension with a filter cut-off of 10 nm 

as we aimed to evaluate the behavior of the Ag
+
 ions in exactly the same environment as the 

nAg particles and there was no indication of particles smaller than 10 nm in any of our 

measurements (see below). Glass beads and silica gel surfaces before and after sorption were 

analyzed using the peak force quantitative nanomechanical mapping (PFQNM) AFM-based 
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method with antimony-doped silicon probes. AFM analysis was carried out using the 

PFQNM method to measure the adhesion force between the tip and the sample and to see if 

there is a difference in forces before and after sorption. After the sorption experiments, glass-

bead and silica-gel sorbents were dried overnight in a laminar flow cabinet. Samples for 

AFM measurements were then prepared by fixing the sorbents on a glass slide using double-

sided adhesive tape. The probe was calibrated prior to measurement; the tip radius was 

5.18 nm and the spring constant was 17.68 N/m. To compare the adhesion force between the 

tip and the surface, adhesion forces corresponding to 262144 data points were taken from 

each image. After the sorption experients, the leaf discs were analyzed using SEM (FEI 

Quanta, USA) in low vacuum mode with back-scattered detector. 

2.4 Results and Discussion 

2.4.1 Characterization of nAg 

The suspension was characterized for size and morphology by TEM and AFM (Figure 2). 

The AFM image indicates the presence of nanoparticles with sizes ranging from 40 nm to 

170 nm. The phase image confirms the presence of nanoparticles, characterizing nAg with a 

higher phase value (20°) than leaf surface (0°), thus indicating that Ag nanoparticles are 

harder than leaf surface.  

Figure 2 shows two representative TEM images of the nAg particles. In total, 6 TEM images 

with 32 particles were analysed with the following result: Particle sizes range from 13 nm to 

160 nm and consist of 50 % aggregates (> 50 nm), 38% spherical primary particles (size ~ 40 

± 10 nm) as well as small spherical particles in the size of 13-20 nm (12%). This corresponds 

to estimated mass percentages of 9.9 %, 89.9 % and 0.2 % of primary particles, aggregates 

and small particles, respecitvely. 
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Figure 2: TEM image (above) of silver nanoparticles and AFM height, amplitude and phase 

images (below) of silver nanoparticles on terrestrial leaf surface. AFM scan area is 1.9 X 1.9 

µm  

UV/Vis absorption spectroscopy measurement displays a surface plasmon peak at a 

wavelength of 413 nm (SI Figure S1). For metal nanoparticles, the absorption maxima is 

controlled by the size, shape, and environment of particles and hence UV/Vis spectroscopy 

can be used as a complementary tool for structural and size characterization of nanoparticles 

in suspension (Noguez et al. 2007, Amendola et al. 2010).
 
Previous studies report that a 

wavelength maximum (λmax) around 420 nm corresponds to a particle size range of 35-60 nm 

(Mulfinger et al. 2007, Kamat et al. 1998). The measured peak maximum at 413 nm 

inidicates that the nanoparticles in this study are on the smaller end of the reported sizes, 

which corresponds to the specification of the manufacturer, and our AFM and TEM 

measurements (Figure 2). The peak is rather broad (full width at half maximum, 

FWHM = 156.75 nm) indicating polydispersity and homoaggregation (Pillai et al. 2003, 

Taleb et al. 1997). There is a small shoulder peak at around 680 nm which can be attributed 
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to nonspherical particles, indicating that some nanoparticles in the suspension are ellipsoid 

(Rycenga et al. 2011). DLS studies indicated an average hydrodynamic diameter of 

105.6 ± 5.2 nm (SI Figure S2), which also supports the presence of homoaggregates in the 

suspension. To test suspension stability for the planned sorption experiment duration, we 

conducted a time-dependent DLS measurement for 20 hours. During this time, the average 

diameter varied between 100 nm and 120 nm, with a non-significant but slightly decreasing 

trend (SI figure S3). The suspension was thus regarded as stable for the sorption experiment 

durations (14 hours). The zeta potential of the suspension was -44.31 mV and the pH was 6.4. 

In the stock nAg suspension, 7.6% of the Ag passed through a filter with a cut-off of 10 nm 

(3000 Da) via centrifugal filtration and thus was regarded as dissolved Ag+ as there was no 

indication of particles smaller than 10 nm in any of our measurements. Dissolution studies of 

bare nAg with a primary particle size of 82 nm showed a 3% release of silver ions in natural 

surface water (Li et al. 2012), which is lower than the presented result. However, the silver-

ion release rate depends on primary particle size (smaller size favors faster release), 

concentration, and environmental factors (Zhang et al. 2011). Size information from UV/Vis, 

DLS, and AFM thus correspond within the error ranges.  

In order to analyze potential surface coatings of the silver nanoparticles SEM-EDX 

measurements were performed on nanoparticle aggregates (Figure S4) In addition to silver, 

the EDX analysis revealed a significant carbon signal (Figure S4B). Since the substrate also 

contributes to the EDX signal, further characterisation was performed with Raman 

microspectrometry. Raman spectra obtained from nanoparticles prepared on silicon wafers 

showed two small peaks at around 1350 cm-1 and 1580 cm-1 (SI Figure S5A) in addition to 

the characteristic peaks for bare silicon wafers (Figure S5B). These bands corresponds to D 

and G oscillations characteristic of carbon (Meyer et al. 2003) and are known to represent 

carbonaceous materials like graphite, soot, and carbon nanotubes (Zadezky et al. 2005, Wang 



et al. 1990). Hence, the results indicate the presence of carbon on the nanoparticle surface, 

which may be a by-product of CVD synthesis

were detected on silver nanoparticle surface.

2.4.2 Batch sorption study 

Figure 3A shows an example of a sorption isotherm of 

functionalized surface. The shape of the sorption isother

all surfaces except leaf. Sorption isotherms for the 

shown in the supporting information (SI Figure S6). To rule out the effect and contribution of 

silver ions in the suspension on sorption behavior, we repeated the sorption experiment with 

an Ag+ solution filtered from nAg suspension. Figure 

in the sorption behavior of a nAg suspension and an Ag

onto diol-functionalized surface. For all other sorbents, see the supporting information (SI 

Figure S7). The results clearly show that the sorption of Ag

sorption. 

 

Figure 3. Representative sorption isotherm for sorption of silver nanoparticles to diol 

functionalized sorbent surface (A) and comparison for the sorption of silver ions and silver 

nanoparticles to diol functionalized sorbent surface (B).

. Hence, the results indicate the presence of carbon on the nanoparticle surface, 

product of CVD synthesis (Yuan et al. 1995). No other capping agents 

were detected on silver nanoparticle surface. 

A shows an example of a sorption isotherm of nAg, in this case for diol

functionalized surface. The shape of the sorption isotherms is qualitatively representative for 
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+
 is negligible compared with 
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Representative sorption isotherm for sorption of silver nanoparticles to diol 

functionalized sorbent surface (A) and comparison for the sorption of silver ions and silver 
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To operationally describe sorption data and with the objective of deriving quantitative 

sorption parameters and testing their suitability, we tested to what extent classical sorption 

models can describe the attachment of nAg to the respective surfaces. We therefore tested 

linear sorption as well as Freundlich and Langmuir sorption isotherms: 

Langmuir equation: 

Q =

K
L

Q
max

c

1 + K
L

c
 (2) 

Freundlich equation:  
Q = K F c

n

 (3) 

Q is the relative coverage, KL is the Langmuir coefficient, KF is the Freundlich coefficient, c 

is the concentration of sorbate in aqueous phase, Qmax is the maximum amount adsorbed onto 

the sorbent, which for Langmuir adsorption would correspond to a monolayer, and n is the 

Freundlich exponent, which approaches 1 for linear sorption. 

Figure 4 shows the sorption isotherm of nAg to the leaf discs. Here sorption is approximately 

linear. This can be explained by the hydrophobic wax film on leaf surface (Burton et al. 

2006), which comprises aliphatic carbon chains. A comparable model is an octadecane-

functionalized surface for which the Freundlich exponent displays a linear behavior. For leaf 

discs, linear sorption gives the slope as 3.26 L/g which is comparable to the slope for the 

near-linear sorption isotherm for nAg sorption to octadecane-functionalized sorbents 

(3.51 L/g). SEM image of leaf disc after nAg sorption show aggregates in some specific 

regions (SI Figure S8) that may be due to drying effect (Rabani et al. 2003), which would 

again underline the relatively low interactions between nanoparticles and surfaces, enabling 

their movement with the drying water front. Another explanation may be self assembly of 

nanoparticles driven by structural or constitutional features on certain areas of the leaf (Yin et 

al. 2001), or the formation of other colloids, e.g. silver chloride, on leaf surfaces since there 

can be chloride ions on the surface (Rogers et al. 2012). 
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Figure 4. Sorption isotherm for the sorption of nAg on to leaf discs of the plant Ficus 

Benjamina.  

2.4.3 Comparison of sorption models 

The model assumptions in both isotherms differ significantly, reflecting different sorption 

mechanisms. The Freundlich isotherm was deduced under the assumption that sorption 

enthalpy is distributed heterogeneously on sorbent surfaces and increases with surface 

coverage. The Freundlich exponent can be described as an index of diversity of free energies 

associated with the sorption of nanoparticles to heterogeneous sorption sites on sorbents 

(Schwarzenbach et al. 2013). The Freundlich isotherm formally allows infinite coverage and 

thus unlimited sorption capacity (Adamson et al. 1997). In contrast, Langmuir adsorption is 

based on the assumption that adsorption takes place on fixed homogeneous adsorption sites 

of equal energy, forming a monolayer surface coverage (Xing et al. 1997). Both isotherms 

indicate that sorption becomes less favorable as sorbate concentrations increase, either due to 

the completion of a monolayer (Langmuir) or the occupation of sites with increasingly lower 

sorption enthalpy (Schwarzenbach et al. 2013). 
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Both sorption models describe experimental sorption with comparable fitting quality as 

demonstrated in Table S2 (SI) by the regression coefficient (R2) and degree of freedom 

(Chi2). Statistically, it is unclear which sorption model is more reasonable. Also, systematic 

deviations between the data and modeled isotherms were comparable for both models. Thus, 

as with many sorption isotherms of organic chemicals to NOM (Xing et al. 1997, Xing et al. 

1996),
 

the fitting quality does not allow the attribution of a Langmuir or Freundlich 

mechanism. Available sorption studies in the literature describe the sorption of silver 

nanoparticles to barium sulfate microparticle surface by Freundlich adsorption model 

(Wagener et al. 2012) and the sorption of CdSe/ZnS quantum dots to model substrates by 

Langmuir sorption model (Park et al. 2008). 

The Freundlich coefficients (KF) range from 8.4 (µg
(1-n)

L
n
)/g to 19.5 (µg

(1-n)
L

n
)/g (Table S2), 

and the Freundlich exponents n indicate a wide range of sorption curvature, ranging from 

near-linear sorption (n = 0.96 ± 0.15) to strongly non-linear sorption up to n = 0.53 ± 0.04 

(Table S2). KF and n vary in the order (Figures 4A and 4B): 

KF: Diol > Glass > Silica gel > Cyano > Sand > Phenyl > Octadecane 

n: Octadecane > Phenyl > Cyano > Silica gel > Sand > Glass > Diol 

From a chemical point of view, linearity would be expected for the lowest specific 

interactions between nanoparticles and the surface, and non-linearity is expected to increase 

with increasing binding strength and specificity (LeBoeuf et al. 1997, Chiou et al. 1998) or 

surface heterogeneity (Schwarzenbach et al. 2003). Assuming the least specific interactions 

for the alkyl and the phenyl surfaces and strongest ones for the most polar surfaces, it is in 

line with these prerequisites. Variation of KF also follows this assumption by showing higher 

values for more polar diol-functionalized surfaces and lower values for the nonpolar 

octadecane- and phenyl-functionalized surfaces. However the sorption data are related to the 



mass of the sorbent and all sorbents are expected to have a specific, but unknown, sorption 

capacity. Therefore, KF as determined in this study cannot be used to obtain parameters 

describing nanoparticle-surface interactions unless the sorption capacity is known.

Assuming Langmuir-type sorption resulted in Langmuir coefficients ranging from close to 

zero (KL = 0.02 ± 0.06) L/g for the octadecane

(KL = 0.6 ± 0.1) L/g for the diol

loading, Qmax range from 54.8 ± 

errors for sorption to octadecane

to the still weak curvature of the sorption isotherms 

Figure 5. Freundlich exponents (A), Freundlich coefficients (B), Langmuir coefficient (C) 

and Langmuir adsorption maxima (D) for the sorption of silver nanoparticles onto the 

sorbents.  

mass of the sorbent and all sorbents are expected to have a specific, but unknown, sorption 

as determined in this study cannot be used to obtain parameters 

surface interactions unless the sorption capacity is known.

type sorption resulted in Langmuir coefficients ranging from close to 

L/g for the octadecane-functionalized surface up to 

L/g for the diol-functionalized surface. The parameters for maximum 

 4.0 µg/g to 526.4 ± 1757.5 µg/g. Qmax, however, shows large 

errors for sorption to octadecane- and phenyl-functionalized surfaces. This uncertainty is due 

to the still weak curvature of the sorption isotherms (Figure 6A).  
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As shown in Figure 5C and 5D, KL and Qmax vary in the order: 

KL: Diol > Glass > Sand > Silica gel > Cyano > Phenyl > Octadecane  

Qmax: Octadecane > Phenyl > Cyano > Silica gel > Glass > Sand > Diol  

Assuming a Langmuir type interaction, Qmax indicates the effective surface coverable by the 

nanoparticles, which is usually unknown and hard to describe. As expected, Qmax did not 

correlate with the BET surface area (SI Figure S9A). The functionalized surfaces in particular 

display only slight differences in BET surface area (SI Table S1) coinciding with significant 

changes in Qmax values (SI Table S2). This supports the assumption that BET surface area is 

not suitable as a descriptor of sorption capacity. It may be because a significant part of the 

BET surface area is located in pores not accessible by nanoparticles, or caused by nanoscale 

surface roughness. The additional lack of correlation between Qmax and sorbent surface 

roughness measured using AFM (SI Figure S9A) suggests that nanoscale surface roughness 

does not increase the effective space available for nanoparticle attachment which makes sense 

if the length scale of the surface roughness is smaller than the length scale of the particles. 

There was no correlation between sorbent surface charge and Qmax (data not shown), at least 

for the sorbents where we were able to measure the surface charge. This indicates that 

electrostatic forces did not play a major role in the sorption of nAg to the surfaces used in this 

study. An attempt to connect Qmax to the apparent geometrical surface area by considering the 

sorbents as spheres with smooth surfaces also failed. For example, Cyano-, phenyl-, and 

octadecane-functionalised surfaces (particle size 3 µm), have the same geometrical surface 

area (0.8 m
2
 g

-1
) but their Qmax varies by a factor of up to 5 (Table S2). Considering a debye 

radius of 1 µm around the 100 nm large particles, would lead to an occupied surface area of 

1.5-7.5 cm2 g-1, which would indicate an effective coverage of 2-11 % of the geometric 

surface area. This suggests that only part of the sorbent surface is involved in the nAg-surface 
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interaction observed in our study. This result nicely fits into the concept of attachment in non-

uniform media under unfavorable conditions (Johnson et al. 2013). Thus, an independent 

approach to estimate the effectively coverable surface of the sorbents still needs to be 

developed and also needs to consider morphological heterogeneity of the sorbent surface. 

Maximum particle coverage can also be estimated by extrapolating the particle deposition 

kinetics to infinite time (Adamczyk et al. 2009, Nattich-Rak et al. 2012, Ocwieja et al. 2011). 

Most of these studies use optical microscope and height information from AFM to study 

particle coverage on flat sorbent surfaces. This approach does not seem useful for real 

environmental systems because the surfaces display significant surface roughness on the 

order of a few nanometers. Below, we will discuss the suitability of using adhesion-force 

information from AFM to determine the effective surface area. Only with this information 

can the assumption of Langmuir sorption mechanisms ultimately be validated. Nevertheless, 

the Langmuir model allows the interaction parameter KL and the capacity parameter Qmax to 

be separated. Therefore, we will keep to the Langmuir model when discussing specific 

interaction parameters, keeping in mind that the mechanism needs further validation. 

Variation in the KL value for different sorbents can be explained by their ability to undergo 

particular intermolecular interactions. Nonpolar sorbents (i.e. octadecane- and phenyl-

functionalized sorbents) displayed the lowest KL value and sorbents with polar groups 

undergoing H-donor/acceptor interactions displayed the highest KL value. This is in line with 

expectations regarding intermolecular interaction (Li et al. 2012) under the assumption that 

nAg particles can undergo some H-donor/acceptor interactions. This may be due to the 

presence of carbonaceous or organic material in the nanoparticle surfaces as suggested from 

our Raman and EDX measurements. Furthermore, it has been reported, using SERS (surface-

enhanced Raman scattering) and by a DFT (density functional theory) study of water on 

metal cathode of silver nanoparticles, that water molecules exist on the metal cathode with 
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particles can undergo some H-acceptor interactions.

Figure 6 shows sorption data normalized to 

is clear that with more polar diol

with less polar sorbents, e.g. octadecane

(20%) surfaces, it is comparably less.

Figure 6. Langmuir sorption isotherms of silver nanoparticles on different sorbents. 

Thus, although fitting quality is comparable for the Langmuir and Freundlich models, the 

application of the Langmuir model allows the direct separation of 

coverage and the effect of nanoparticle

parameter. As long as sorption is ongoing from a stable suspension, the assumption of a 

Ag hydrogen bonding interactions (Li et al. 2010). This confirms that even bare 

acceptor interactions. 

shows sorption data normalized to Qmax together with a fitted Langmuir isotherm. It 

is clear that with more polar diol-functionalized surfaces, more silver is adsorbed (79%) and 
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monolayer sorption is also reasonable as nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions are effectively 

repulsive, inducing a blocking effect. This situation changes completely when investigating 

attachment to the same surface from less stable suspensions as demonstrated by a specific 

study in which the sorption of silver nanoparticles from unstable suspensions was 

investigated (hydrodynamic diameter growth rate: 14.3 nm/h, SI Figure S10). Here, sorption 

isotherms for all the sorbents were random points and did not follow any models (SI figure 

S11) indicating that nanoparticle-nanoparticle interactions outweigh nanoparticle-surface 

interactions. 

2.4.4 Determination of the surface coverage in AFM images of µm-scale sections of 

sorbents. 

Glass-bead and silica-gel surfaces before and after sorption with nanoparticles were analyzed 

using AFM. The chemically functionalized sorbent surfaces were not investigated due to the 

smaller grain size and difficulty in fixing them to a flat surface. Height images do not provide 

any information about the sorbed nanoparticles due to high surface roughness and sharp 

edges on the sorbents (SI Figure S12). However, the adhesion-force images obtained using 

PFQNM show clear differences between covered and uncovered surfaces (SI Figure S13 and 

S14). Adhesion-force values give information about the surface properties of the sample, 

including both chemical and material properties in nanometer scale (Cappella et al. 1999). As 

such, adhesion-force images can be used to explain changes in the material properties of a 

sample in nanometer resolution. The frequency distribution graph of adhesion force for 

uncovered glass beads and silica gel (black bars in Figure 7A and 7B) indicates adhesion 

forces ranging between 30 and 70 nN for glass-bead surfaces and between -10 and 30 nN for 

silica surfaces. Due to nAg attachment, an increase in the number of data points with 

adhesion forces between 30 to 90 nN was observed for both surfaces. This range of adhesion 

forces was attributed to the presence of nAg on the surface. We suggest determining surface 
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the total area in the AFM image alwa

this force region should correspond to 

points in this force region increased with measured coverage (data not shown), but as 
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adhesion-force measurements (Fuji
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the effects of sharp edges on adhesion force. Furthermore, reliability of such data always 
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sorption to a set of model surfaces undergoing well-known interactions under quasi-

equilibrium conditions if the suspension is stable. In this case, Langmuir sorption isotherms 

allow the determination of both a nanoparticle-surface interaction parameter and a maximum 

surface coverage. The observation that nanoparticle attachment is limited to a maximum 

coverage could be explained by the blocking effect due to electrostatic repulsion or, as 

suggested by the low percentage of covered geometric surface, by preferential attachment of 

the particles to physically or chemically more favorable sites 

The extension of this sorption study to environmental surfaces showed that nAg sorption to 

leaves is comparable to sorption to the octadecane surface, and sorption to sand is 

comparable to sorption to glass and silica gel. This can be explained through chemical 

intermolecular interactions. The observation that environmental surfaces behaved in similar 

ways to sorbents undergoing comparable intermolecular interactions demonstrates the 

transferability of our approach to more complex surfaces. The set of Langmuir coefficients 

further suggests that nAg may undergo H-bond acceptor interactions. This could be due to the 

binding of some organic compounds to part of the nAg surface. 

The results of our study thus help to understand particle-surface interactions on the basis of 

sorption isotherms under quasi-equilibrium conditions and for stable suspensions. This 

approach will help in assessing the fate of stable nanoparticle suspensions in the environment. 

To gain a more general understanding about the fate of EINPs in environmental systems, a 

larger set of stable and unstable suspensions and nanoparticles with different coatings must 

be investigated. 
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2.5 Supporting Information 

Table S1: Characterestic parameters of Sorbents.  

Table S2: Langmuir and Freundlich parameters for the sorption of silver nanoparticles to the 

sorbents and statistical parameters for fitting 

Figure S1. UV/VIS absorption spectra of silver nanoparticle suspension. 

Figure S2. Intensity-weighted hydrodynamic size distribution of the nAg suspension obtained 

by dynamic light scattering. 

Figure S3. Time dependent particle size of silver nanopartcle suspension. 

Figure S4. SEM images of silver nanoparticles prepared Aluminium disc (A) substrate, 

showing the point where EDX measurements has been done (marked with black ring) and 

EDX spectra (B). 

Figure S5. Raman spectra of silver nanoparticles deposited on a silicon wafer substrate (A) 

and of a blank silicon wafer substrate (B) 

Figure S6. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver nanoparticles to different sorbent 

surfaces. 

Figure S7. Comparison showing the sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver 

nanosuspension and ionic silver solution onto different sorbent surfaces. 

Figure S8. ESEM image of leaf disc after sorption showing silver nanoparticle. 

Figure S9. Variation of Qmax with surface roughness and BET surface area of the sorbents. 
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Figure S10. Time dependant size measurement of silver nanoparticle suspension, which is 

prepared by bath sonication of nano silver powder and without further filtration. This shows 

that the particle size is increasing with time. 

Figure S11. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of unstable silver nanoparticles to different 

sorbents. 

Figure S12. SEM images of silica gel (A) and glass bead (B) showing uneven surface and 

sharp edges. 

Figure S13. Height and adhesion force AFM images of glass beads before and after sorption. 

Figure S14. Height and adhesion force AFM images of silica gel before and after sorption. 
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Table S1: Characterestic parameters of Sorbents. Surface roughness is measured using AFM for 2500 nm
2
 area. Interaction parameters 

are taken from literatures. Surface charge for octadecane, phenyl and cyano functionalized surfaces are not available because of the 

difficulty to get this sorbents in to aqueous phase because of their hydrophobic nature. 

Sorbents Particle size 

(µm) 

BET 

Surface 

area (m
2
/g) 

Surface 

roughness 

(nm) 

Surface 

charge 

Interaction parameters 

e S a b 

OH func. 

Surface 
5 258.8 10.30 ± 2 -0.27 

-

0.64 ± 0.0430 

-

0.18 ± 0.0530 

-

0.22 ± 0.0330 

-

0.76 ± 0.0630 

Glass bead 80-120 0.0530 0.69 ± 0.04 -0.22 6.848 NA 0.8948 1.0648 

Sand 80-130 0.7735 14.90 ± 5 -0.08 6.848 NA 0.8948 1.0648 

Silica gel 60-130 551.6 9.47 ± 5 -0.16 6.8
48

 NA 0.89
48

 1.06
48

 

CN func. 

Surface 
3 245.1 4.16 ± 0.3 NA 0.22 ± 0.04

30
 

-

0.14 ± 0.05
30

 
0.01 ± 0.04

30
 

-

1.40 ± 0.07
30

 

Ph func. 

Surface 
3 248.8 4.70 ± 0.08 NA 0.16 ± 0.0230 

-

0.25 ± 0.0330 

-

0.38 ± 0.0230 

-

0.76 ± 0.0330 

C18 func. 

Surface 
3 180.4 10.4 ± 6 NA 0.23 ± 0.0430 

-

0.64 ± 0.0530 

-

0.43 ± 0.0430 

-

1.59 ± 0.0630 

e = Van der Waals interactions, s = polar interactions, a = H- bond acceptor interactions,  

b = H- bond donor interactions.NA= Not available
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Table S2: Langmuir and Freundlich parameters for the sorption of silver nanoparticles to the sorbents and statistical parameters for 

fitting 

     
Langmuir 
coefficient (KL) 
L/g  

 

Adsorption 
maximum 
(Qmax) µg/g  

Freundlich 
coefficient (KF)  
(µg(1-n)Ln)/g  

Freundlich 
exponent (n)  

Chi2  R2  Chi2  R2  

OH func. 
surface  
 

0.64 ± 0.1  54.8 ± 4.0  19.5 ± 1.0  0.53 ± 0.04  3.22  0.9886  4.41  0.9843  

Glass bead  
 

0.41  0.09  62.6 ± 6.5  18.0 ± 1.3  0.55 ± 0.06  4.31  0.9844  6.54  0.9765  

Sand  
 

0.28 ± 0.03  58.7 ± 4.3  12.6 ± 0.5  0.70 ± 0.04  0.35  0.9974  0.95  0.9929  

Silica gel  
 

0.27 ± 0.1  79.2 ± 19.7  16.8 ± 0.9  0.70 ± 0.06  3.72  0.9811  2.90  0.9853  

CN func. 
surface  
 

0.18 ± 0.04  106.3 ± 14.2  16.2 ± 0.5  0.75 ± 0.03  1.24  0.9958  1.0  0.9966  

Ph func. 
surface  
 

0.05 ± 0.05  212.4 ± 211.9  9.9 ± 1.5  0.90 ± 0.1  7.90  0.9706  7.22  0.9731  

C18 func. 
surface  

0.02 ± 0.06  526.4 ± 
1757.5  

8.4 ± 1.8  0.96 ± 0.1  12.18  0.9552  12.24  0.9550  



 

Figure S1. UV/VIS absorption spectra of silver nanoparticle suspension with a 

413 nm. 

. UV/VIS absorption spectra of silver nanoparticle suspension with a λ
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λ max at around   



Figure S2.  Intensity-weighted hydrodynamic size distribution of the 

obtained by dynamic light scattering

Figure S3. Time dependent particle size of silver nanopartcle suspension

 

weighted hydrodynamic size distribution of the nAg suspension 

obtained by dynamic light scattering. 

  

3. Time dependent particle size of silver nanopartcle suspension. 
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Ag suspension 



Figure S4. SEM images of silver nanoparticles prepared Aluminium disc (A) substrate, 

showing the point where EDX measurements has been done (marked with black ring) and 

EDX spectra (B). 

silver nanoparticles prepared Aluminium disc (A) substrate, 

showing the point where EDX measurements has been done (marked with black ring) and 
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silver nanoparticles prepared Aluminium disc (A) substrate, 

showing the point where EDX measurements has been done (marked with black ring) and 



Figure S5. Raman spectra on silver nanoparticles drop casted on silicon wafer substrate (A) 

and on a blank silicon wafer substrate (B).

 

Raman spectra on silver nanoparticles drop casted on silicon wafer substrate (A) 

nd on a blank silicon wafer substrate (B). 
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Raman spectra on silver nanoparticles drop casted on silicon wafer substrate (A) 



Figure S6. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver nanoparticles to different sorbent 

surfaces. 

 

Sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver nanoparticles to different sorbent 
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Sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver nanoparticles to different sorbent 



Figure S7. Comparison showing the sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver 

nanosuspension and ionic silver solution onto different sorbent surfaces

Figure S7. Comparison showing the sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver 

silver solution onto different sorbent surfaces 
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Figure S7. Comparison showing the sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver 



Figure S8. ESEM image of leaf disc after sorption 

aggregation 

 

Figure S9. Variation of Qmax with surface roughness and BET surface area of the sorbents

. ESEM image of leaf disc after sorption showing silver nanoparticle (white region) 

with surface roughness and BET surface area of the sorbents
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showing silver nanoparticle (white region) 

 

with surface roughness and BET surface area of the sorbents 



Figure S10. Time dependant size measurement of silver nanoparticle suspension, which is 

prepared by bath sonication of nano silver powder and without further filtration. This shows 

that the particle size is increasing with time.

Time dependant size measurement of silver nanoparticle suspension, which is 

prepared by bath sonication of nano silver powder and without further filtration. This shows 

that the particle size is increasing with time. 
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Time dependant size measurement of silver nanoparticle suspension, which is 

prepared by bath sonication of nano silver powder and without further filtration. This shows 



Figure S11. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of unstable silver nanoparticles to different 

sorbents. 

Figure S12. SEM images of silica gel (A)

sharp edges. 

for the sorption of unstable silver nanoparticles to different 

silica gel (A) and glass bead (B) showing uneven surface and 
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for the sorption of unstable silver nanoparticles to different 

 

showing uneven surface and 



 

 

Figure S13. Height (upper images)

beads before and after sorption. 

Figure S14. Height (upper images)

gel before and after sorption. 

(upper images) and adhesion force (lower images) AFM images of glass 

 

(upper images) and adhesion force (lower images) AFM images of silica 
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AFM images of glass 

AFM images of silica 
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Chapter-3 

Effect of humic acid on the sorption of bare and citrate coated silver 

nanoparticles to environmental and model surfaces 
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3.1 Abstract 

In environmental systems, one of the major factors that alter the fate and transport of 

engineered nanoparticles are their interactions with different natural surfaces and the natural 

organic matter present in the environment. In this study, the interaction of nAg from stable 

suspensions to different model surfaces (sorbents with specific chemical functional groups) 

and environmental surfaces (plant leaves, sand and silica gel) in the presence and absence of 

humic acid (HA) was investigated by means of batch sorption experiments. Four different 

types of interactions namely nAg-HA, nAg-surface, HA-surface and HA-HA are expected to 

play a role in this case and these interactions were studied to explain the sorption behavior.  

Atomic force microscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy studies showed that in the presence 

of HA, nAg was coated heterogeneously with HA molecules and the coating seemed to be 

physical in nature. In the presence of HA, nAg-surface sorption was described by linear 

sorption isotherms for all the sorbents and the sorption was strongly suppressed compared to 

nAg-surface sorption in the absence of HA. Moreover unlike nAg-surface sorption in the 

absence of HA, the sorption was independent on the sorbent surface chemistry in the 

presence of humic acid. HA-surface interactions were also studied using batch sorption 

studies. The results show that the sorbent surfaces were coated with HA molecules. The 

sorption isotherms for all the sorbents showed linear behavior. The sorption quantity for HA-

surface sorption was found to vary with the sorbent surface chemistry and its electrostatic 

nature in aqueous solutions. To understand the influence of particle size and coating, sorption 

experiments were repeated using citrate coated silver nanoparticles in the presence and 

absence of HA. The results showed the same pattern, but with suppressed sorption. The 

slopes for the sorption isotherms for both citrate coated and non coated nanoparticles showed 

a linear correlation in the presence and absence of HA. The sorption results suggest that the 
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sorption of humic acids on the sorbent surface prevents nAg sorption by steric hindrance and 

masks the chemical specificities on the sorbent surface. A competition between nAg and HA 

for the sorption sites available on the sorbents was observed.  

3.2 Introduction 

The demand and increasing application of silver nanoparticles (nAg) in numerous 

commercial and consumer products (Benn et al. 2010; Quadros et al. 2013) makes their 

release into aquatic, soil and sedimentary environments increasingly inevitable. This may 

cause potential health risks to humans and aquatic organisms (Asharani Wu et al. 2008; 

Marambio-Jones et al. 2010), although it is still not clear whether the nanoparticles 

themselves are responsible for toxic effects (Fabrega et al. 2009; Levard et al. 2012). 

The fate of engineered nanoparticles (ENP) in aquatic environments is mainly controlled by 

their ability to get deposited onto collector surfaces, to sediment following homo- or 

heteroaggregation, and to get transported (Hahn et al. 2003; Petosa et al. 2010). Hence, in 

order to assess the fate of nanoparticles, their interactions with natural organic matter and 

collector surfaces in environmental systems should be considered. These interactions are 

determined by the size, aggregation state and coating of the nanoparticles (Lin et al. 2012; 

Lin et al. 2012). E.g., nAg toxicity towards lower organisms decreases upon introducing an 

organic matter coating (Fabrega et al. 2009; Gao et al. 2009; Gao et al. 2012). Natural organic 

matter (NOM) including humic acid (HA) and fulvic acid (FA) (Wu et al. 2009; Akaighe et 

al. 2012) which is ubiquitous in soil and aquatic environments (Buffle et al. 1998; Wilkinson 

et al. 1999) plays a critical role in the mobility and fate of colloidal particles (Aiken et al. 

2011). Silver nanoparticles released into NOM rich environments show increased stability 

and thus higher mobility as compared to environments poor in NOM (Li et al. 2012; Bae et 

al. 2013; Furman et al. 2013). Liu and co-workers demonstrated that humic and fulvic acids 
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inhibit nAg dissolution. The proposed inhibition mechanisms are surface adsorption of NOM, 

which block oxidation of nAg and reduction of Ag+ to Ag° by humic/fulvic acids (Liu et 

al.2010). Gao et al. experimentally described the sorption of Suwannee River humic acid on 

nAg by Langmuir adsorption isotherm at pH 7 (Gao et al. 2012). Based on fluorescence 

spectroscopy and scanning electron microscopy, Manoharan et al. proposed the nAg- HA 

interaction as a continuous process in which both nAg and silver ions present in the 

suspension will be bound with HA. The nAg-HA species formed will continue releasing 

silver ions which will again bind with HA and thus repeating the process (Manoharan et al. 

2013).  

However, the implications of nanoparticle – NOM interactions are largely unknown (Furman 

et al. 2013). In environmental systems containing humic and fulvic acids nAg is susceptible 

to transformations including changes in surface characteristics and stability which will alter 

the physical, chemical and biological properties of nAg. Moreover in environmental systems 

the collector surfaces like clay, leaves, silica etc. are often covered by NOM and this will 

influence the nAg attachment or sorption on it (Song et al. 2011; Furman et al. 2013). 

Deposition behaviors of biological colloids and carbon based nanoparticles have shown to be 

significantly affected by NOM pre-coating on collector surface (Chen et al. 2008; Yuan et al. 

2008). But the deposition of nAg has not been investigated in environmental context yet.  

The most appropriate method to study the adsorption process of nanoparticles on collector 

surfaces is the determination of sorption isotherms. The type of sorption model and its 

underlying thermodynamic assumptions as well as the respective sorption parameters may 

give information about the adsorption mechanism and sorbate affinity (Kinniburgh 1986; 

Parimal et al. 2010). 
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In our previous study we investigated nAg-surface interactions on the basis of sorption 

isotherms (Abraham et al. 2013). The study demonstrated that for non-coated silver 

nanoparticle in their stable suspensions, nanoparticle-surface interactions are controlled 

mainly by their ability to interact via each intermolecular interaction type (Abraham et al. 

2013). However the influence of humic acids, a major component of aquatic and sediment 

environments on such sorption isotherms are unknown. 

The objective of this study was to assess the influence of the presence of humic acid on nAg-

surface interactions. Therefore, sorption to model surfaces undergoing specific interactions 

(Tuelp et al. 2008) and to simple representants of environmental surfaces including sand, 

silica gel, glass bead and leaf discs were studied. The effect of HA on nAg was investigated 

using fluorescence spectroscopy, UV/vis absorbance and adhesion force mapping of AFM to 

get an insight about how humic acid molecules interact with nAg surface and coat them.   

3.3 Materials and Methods 

3.3.1 Preparation and characterization of nAg-HA suspension.  

The nAg powder produced using plasma-chemical vapor deposition was purchased from io-

li-tec (Ionic Liquid Technologies, Germany). Water soluble sodium humate powder 

(HUMINS 775) extracted from natural oxidized lignite was purchased from Humintech 

GmbH (Germany). Aqueous nAg-HA suspension was prepared by a standard protocol using 

ultrasonic processor (Taurozzi et al. 2010; Abraham et al. 2013) in the presence of 5 mg/L 

sodium humate. Citrate reduced silver nanoparticles were synthesized by reducing silver 

nitrate (AgNO3, Aldrich) with trisodium citrate solution (5 mM, Aldrich) at a pH of 11 by 

following a standard synthesis procedure (Dong et al. 2009).  
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UV/vis spectrum of nAg-HA suspension was recorded using a SPECORD 50 device 

(Analytic Jena, Germany), to confirm the existence of surface plasmon resonance. Particle 

size was determined via dynamic light scattering (DLS, Beckman Coulter-Delsa Nano C) and 

atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco Nanoscope V, Bruker Corporation). The interaction 

of nAg with HA was studied using fluorescence spectroscopy (Perkin-Elmer LS55) and 

AFM. Fluorescence spectra were obtained with excitation wavelength of λ = 350 nm (Klavins 

et al.2010; Manoharan et al. 2013) and slit width of 10 nm, at a speed of 500 nm/min. For 

AFM measurements, samples were prepared on a freshly cleaved mica substrate treated with 

poly-lysine (Sigma-Aldrich) following the standard protocol for AFM sample preparation 

(McNeil et al. 2011). AFM images were captured in peak force quantitative nanomechanical 

mapping (PFQNM) mode (Pletikapić et al. 2011), to obtain adhesive force mapping between 

the tip and the nanoparticle surface. Chemically modified probes were used for adhesive 

force mapping in order to image the morphological features with chemical sensitivity (Okabe 

et al. 2000). Two chemically modified, -C18 (ST-PNP-CH3) functionalized and -COOH (ST-

PNP-CO2H) functionalized AFM probes purchased from NanoAndMore GmbH (Germany) 

were used for PFQNM measurements. According to the manufacturer the probes were 

modified with specific functional groups using self assembled monolayers of thiols on gold. 

The thiol molecules used for the fictionalization were 1-Octadecanethiol and 

1-Mercaptoundecanoic acid respectively for -C18 and -COOH modified probes. The probes 

were calibrated prior to measurement. The tip radius and spring constant were 6.1 nm and 

5.6 N/m for -CH3 modified probe and 2.6 nm and 6.7 N/m for -COOH modified probe. The 

probes were standardized for their chemical specificity using chemically modified standard 

samples (NanoAndMore GmbH, Germany), which undergo defined intermolecular 

interactions. The standard samples used were 5 chemically modified surfaces such as -C18 

(ST-Si-CH3) functionalized, -C6H5 (ST-Si-C6H5) functionalized, -NH2 (ST-Si-NH2) 
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functionalized, -OH (ST-Si-OH) functionalized and -COOH (ST-Si-CO2H) functionalized. 

The standard samples were purchased and according to the manufacturer they are produced 

by self assembled monolayer of thiol on gold and the thiol molecules used were 

1-Octadecanethiol, 2-Phenylethanethiol, 11-Amino-1-undecanethiol, 

11-Mercapto-1-undecanol, and 1-Mercaptoundecanoic acid respectively for each functional 

group modification. Adhesion force between sample and surface is known to be influenced 

by the atmospheric humidity (Jang et al. 2007; Farshchi-Tabrizi et al. 2008) and hence all 

AFM measurements were carried out in air at constant humidity of 28-29% by adjusting the 

humidity inside the sample chamber using silica gel and anhydrous CaCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich). 

In order to correct the tip size influences on the force measurement, the adhesion force was 

normalized by dividing by the radius of the cantilever tip (Lin et al. 2008). This is a common 

approach to scale and compare adhesive force measurements. From each sample 10-15 

nanoparticles were captured and analyzed using NanoScope analysis software. Spatial surface 

roughness was measured using power spectral analysis (PSD) (Fang et al. 1997; De Oliveria 

et al. 2012) function in the NanoScope software. The Adhesion force histogram was acquired 

by considering 4000 – 6000 adhesion force values (400 force curves from each particle 

surface) from the nanoparticles analyzed. To eliminate the adhesive force values at the edges 

of nanoparticle and therefore to exclude the contribution from surface morphology artifacts, 

we considered the force values only at the middle surface of nanoparticles (20x20 pixel 

dimension; pixel size- 40-50 nm).   

The maximum possible fraction of dissolved silver ions in nAg-HA suspension was estimated 

using centrifugal ultrafiltration with a 10 nm filter cutoff (3000 Da) (Abraham et al. 2013). 

The silver concentration in all suspensions was determined using inductively coupled 

plasma-quadrapol mass spectroscopy (ICP-MS, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Germany) after 

digesting the nAg with 5 % HNO3 for 24 h (Taurozzi et al. 2010; Abraham et al. 2013).  
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3.3.2 Model Surfaces for Sorption Experiment.  

As model surfaces we used HPLC column packing materials having defined surface 

chemistry (Tuelp et al. 2008; Abraham et al. 2013) purchased from YMC Europe GmbH, 

such as YMC*Gel Pro C18 RS with octadecane (-C18) functional group, YMC*Gel Phenyl 

with phenyl (Ph) functional group, YMC*Gel Cyano  with cyano (-CN) functional group, and 

YMC*Gel Diol with diol (-OH) functional group. In addition to these materials we used 

silica gel (Carl Roth GmbH) and glass beads as model surfaces and as simple representants of 

environmental surfaces, sand and leaf discs (Ficus benjamina, family: Moraceae) were used. 

Specific surface areas of all surfaces except leaf surface were measured using BET (Autosorb 

1-MP Quantachrom) by nitrogen physisorption. 

3.3.3 Sorption Experiments.  

In order to obtain results comparable with former sorption experiments of nAg in the absence 

of HA, we followed the same procedure as in the previous study (Abraham et al. 2013). 

Specific amounts of sorbents (4 mg of chemically functionalized sorbents, 5 mg each of silica 

gel and glass beads, and 6 mg of sand) were added to nAg-HA suspension and agitated at a 

speed of 15 rpm for 14 h in an overhead shaker at 19°C. We used ten different initial 

concentrations of nAg ranging from 0 to 40 µg/L. The concentration of sodium humate was 

2 mg/L TOC (Total Organic Carbon) in an environmentally relevant range (Mueller et al. 

2008; Rodrigues et al. 2009). The sorbents were then separated by centrifugation using a 

speed of 3500 rpm for 20 min. Concentrations of silver before and after sorption were 

measured using ICP-MS. As described above we also performed a sorption experiment with 

sodium humate solution to determine the sorption of HA to the sorbents. The concentration of 

HA in the solution before and after sorption were determined using UV/vis absorbance at a 

wavelength λ = 260 nm and TOC analysis (multi N/C 2100s, Analytic Jena, Germany).  
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Characterization of nAg-HA.  

The UV/vis adsorption spectra of nAg suspensions in the presence and absence of HA show a 

surface plasmon peak (λmax) at 413 nm, which is characteristic for silver nanoparticles with a 

size range of around 35 – 50 nm (Abraham et al. 2013; Mulfinger et al. 2007) (Figure 8). The 

same λmax in the presence and absence of HA indicate same average particle size for both the 

suspensions. However, intensity of absorbance increased in the presence of HA. This may 

indicate that a fraction of dissolved silver ions present in the nAg suspension is reduced to 

form secondary silver nanoparticles in the presence of HA as suggested in some recent 

studies (Akaighe et al. 2011; Adegboyega et al. 2012). This assumption is further supported 

by our observation that the silver fraction which passed through 10 nm cutoff filter decreased 

from 8% (Abraham et al. 2013) to 1% in the presence of humic acid. Considering the width 

of the spectrum, nAg spectra show a rather broad peak (full width at half maximum, 

fwhm = 156 nm) compared to nAg-HA (fwhm = 86 nm, for the spectra at 0 h and fwhm = 110 nm, 

for the spectra at 24 h). Broadness of the absorption peak indicates polydispersity and 

presence of homoaggregates in the suspension (Pillai et al.2003). Thus the lower fwhm value of 

nAg in the presence of HA compared to bare nAg can be explained by the stabilizing 

functions of HA, which reduces the polydispersity of the suspension.  
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Figure 8. UV/vis absorption spectra of silver nanoparticle suspension before and after humic 

acid interaction.  

DLS studies indicated an average hydrodynamic diameter of 107 ± 2 nm (Annex II, SI Figure 

S15) for nAg-HA suspension. Suspension of bare nAg show a comparable hydrodynamic 

diameter (105 ± 5 nm) (Abraham et al. 2013), which suggests the same average 

hydrodynamic diameter for the nAg suspensions in the presence and absence of HA.  To test 

the suspension stability for the sorption experiment duration, we conducted a time dependent 

DLS measurement for 24 h. The hydrodynamic diameter of nanoparticles fluctuated between 

105 and 140 nm during this time period (SI Figure S16). Thus, the suspension was regarded 

as stable containing homo aggregates for the sorption experiment duration (14 h). The zeta 

potential of the suspension was -44.7 ± 1.4 mV and pH was 7.5. 

3.4.2 nAg-HA interactions.  

To understand how humic acid coated silver nanoparticles interact with collector surfaces, it 

is important to investigate the nature of humic acid coating on the nanoparticles. Chemical 

force microscopy and flourecence spectroscopy have been used here as tools to investigate 

nAg-HA interactions. CFM images with chemically modified probes showed the presence of 
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both isolated single nanoparticles and their homoaggregated forms (Figure 9 and SI Figure 

S17). Figure 9 demonstrates height and adhesive force mapping AFM images of silver 

nanoparticle, before (Figure 9A, 9C) and after (Figure 9B, 9D) humic acid treatment, 

captured using -COOH modified probe. The images captured with -CH3 modified probe are 

shown in SI Figure S17.  

 

Figure 9. AFM height (A, B) and adhesion (C, D) images of silver nanoparticle before (A, C) 

and after (B, D) humic acid treatment, captured by –COOH modified probe in PFQNM 

mode. 

For isolated particles AFM height measurement (in z coordinate) is accepted as nanoparticle 

size since sample features in x-y plane underlie broadening artifacts during scanning due to 

tip size and geometry influences (Klapetek et al. 2011; McNeil et al. 2011; Ukraintsev et al. 

2012). The size of nanoparticles shown in Figure 9 is 60 nm (9A) and 83 nm (9B) 
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respectively. The size difference between these two individual particles is, however, not 

representative for the complete nAg. DLS and UV/vis results showed that the average particle 

size of the suspension remains same even in the presence of HA. However, the spatial surface 

roughness of nAg surface was larger in the presence of HA (6.2 ± 2.8 nm with -COOH 

modified probe and 4.9 ± 1.5 nm with -C18 modified probe) than in the absence of HA 

(1.9 ± 0.3 nm with –COOH modified probe and 0.9 ± 0.1 nm with –CH3 modified probe). 

This increase in spatial surface roughness for nAg-HA can be due to heterogeneously sorbed 

humic acid on the silver nanoparticle surface. 

3.4.2.1 Adhesion force analysis: Standardization of probe.  

Prior to the CFM measurements on the nanoparticles, the chemical sensitivity of both the -

COOH functionalized and –C18 functionalized probes were checked for a set of functional 

groups. PFQNM measurement was done on all the 5, differently functionalized standard 

sample surfaces using both AFM probes.  

The histograms of the normalized adhesion force between the chemically functionalized 

probes and chemically modified standard samples show a monomodal distribution (Figure 

S18 and S19 in SI). The average adhesion value, obtained from the Gaussian fit of the 

monomodal curves, for each interaction type accessed from Gaussian peak fit increased in the 

same order for both –CH3 modified and –COOH modified AFM tip (Figure 10). 

The -C18 modified probe demonstrated low force values with each surfaces compared to 

-COOH modified probe interaction, with the respective surfaces. This can be explained by 

the polar nature of -COOH functional group and its ability to act as a hydrogen bond 

donor/acceptor. 
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Figure 10. Average scaled adhesion forces (F/R) of chemically functionalized standard 

sample surfaces, measured by AFM using -C18 modified probe (A) and –COOH modified 

probe (B). 

The surfaces having polar and hydrophilic functional groups (–COOH, –OH, and –NH2) 

showed higher interaction forces with the probes, compared to the surfaces with nonpolar and 

hydrophobic functional groups (-C18 and -C6H5). These results are in accordance with the 

expectations based on chemical intermolecular interaction forces acting between probes and 

surfaces. However, all AFM measurements are done at a relative humidy of 29%, which may 

result in some capillary force effects as well. In addition, there will be a chance that some 

water molecules get absorbed on to both the sample surface and probe tip. In that case, polar 

functional groups can get dissociate thereby changing the surface charge. This change will 

also affect the adhesion force value (Vezenov et al. 1997).    

The adhesion force for -C18 (tip) /-COOH (surface) interaction and -COOH (tip) / -C18 

(surface) interaction are not the same in magnitude even though the chemical natures of both 

inter molecular interactions are the same. The reason for this observation is not directly 

understandable. Capillary condensation of water molecules on the –COOH functionalized 

surface can be a reason, which will result in dissociation of –COOH group and increase in 
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surface charge, thereby increasing the adhesion force for -C18(tip)/-COOH (surface) 

interactions . Another difference between the two surfaces is the chane length for the 

functionalizations (C10 spacer for the –COOH functionalization and C 17 spaser for the –

C18 functionaliyation). Hence the discrepancy in adhesion forces may be due to the change 

in surface properties caused by the difference in chane length. It is known that surface 

properties like deformation and surface roughness have an effect on adhesion force values 

(Tabor 1977; Jacobs et al. 2013). Deformation is the depth of indentation by the AFM probe 

on the sample surface (Pletikapić et al. 2011). To check this contribution towards adhesion 

force, the deformation and surface roughness was measured using AFM. For -COOH 

modified surface, no deformation could be detected when scanned by -C18 modified probe, 

whereas for -C18 modified surface, when scanned with -COOH modified probe the average 

deformation was 1.2 ± 0.3 nm. The average surface roughness of the -C18 modified surface 

was large (10.3±1 nm) compared to the -COOH modified surface (2.2±0.1 nm). Hence the 

lower value (5.3±0.9 nN/nm) of adhesion force for -COOH(tip)/-C18(surface) interaction 

compare to -C18(tip)/-COOH (surface) interaction (8.8 ± 0.6 nN/nm) may be due to the 

higher surface roughness and elastic deformation of -C18 modified surface when scanned 

with –COOH modified probe (Jacobs et al. 2013). The standardization results thus show the 

chemical specificity of the probes, for a range of chemical functional groups. 

3.4.2.2 Adhesion force measurement on nanoparticle surface  

CFM measurements were done on the nanoparticle surface using the same AFM probes. 

Adhesion force mapping shows more areas with higher adhesion force on the nanoparticle 

surface after humic acid treatment than before (Figure 9C and 9D). The humic acid treatment 

significantly increased the fraction of points with higher adhesion force in nAg-HA surface 

(Figure 11). This suggests the presence of more polar functional groups on the nanoparticle 

surface when coated with HA. The polar groups will show higher intermolecular interaction 
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strength compared to non polar functional group, and there are chances for them to dissociate 

and increase the charge on the surface. 

Figure 11. Adhesion force histograms for silver nanoparticles before and after humic acid 

treatment , captured with –C18 functionalized probe (A) and -COOH functionalized probe 

(B). 

The reason for this can be explained as due to the sorbed humic acid molecules present on the 

nanoparticle surface which usually contains polar phenolic, carbonyl and carboxylic 

functional groups (Struyk et al.2001; Litvin et al. 2012).  Additionally the adhesion force 

values are higher with -COOH functionalized probe, which is more polar in nature as 

compared to that with -C18 functionalized probe. This can be explained by the order of 

intermolecular interaction strengths. Polar functional group shows stronger specific 

interactions than nonpolar methyl group. –COOH group may undergo hydrogen bond 

donor/acceptor interactions with the polar groups of humic acid there by increasing the 

adhesion force value. –CH3 functional group can only probe vand der Waals forces, while –

COOH group can probe dipole-dipole interactions, dipole-induced dipole interactions and 

hydrogen bond donor-acceptor interactions. Thus higher adhesion force values with –COOH 

functionalized tip indicates the presence of polar groups on the nanoparticle surface after HA 
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coating. But the comparison of the adhesion force values with the standardization experiment, 

to study the chemical group responsible for each forces is not possible, here due to the carbon 

chain length difference in each case.  

After humic acid interaction, the adhesive force histogram shows a peak broadening from 

0.23 - 1.2 nN/nm for -C18 and 0.34 - 2.9 nN/nm for -COOH functionalized probe on bare 

nAg surfaces to 0.23 - 2.1 nN/nm and 0.53 - 5.5 nN/nm for -C18 and -COOH functionalized 

probe on nAg-HA surfaces, respectively (Figure 11). This peak broadening can be due to, 

either chemical heterogeneities or morphological heterogeneities or due to both. The increase 

in chemical heterogeneities on the nanoparticle surface after humic acid coating can be 

explained as due to the presence of a variety of functional groups on the humic acid. 

morphological heterogeneities can arise due to topographic effects of sample surface, like 

change in grain size and the change in multiplicity of contacts between the tip and 

convexities of the grain (Sato et al. 2003), which also relates to the higher spatial surface 

roughness for nAg-HA surface. Currently it is difficult to distinguish between the chemical 

and morphological heterogeneities since both has a role here.Using AFM probes with other 

functionalizations may help to investigate chemical heterogeneities in detail. 

Thus AFM study helps to detect the presence of humic acid on nAg surface after humic acid 

treatment and the adhesion mapping shows that the nAg surface is not homogeneously coated 

with humic acids, as regions with same force values existed along with an increased force 

value region after humic acid treatment. 

3.4.5 Fluorescence spectroscopy analysis  

Fluorescence spectroscopy helps to reveal the nature of interface between HA and nAg 

(Kruszewski et al. 2008; Manoharan et al. 2013). Figure 12 shows the fluorescence spectra of 

HA in the presence and absence of nAg. The fluorescence of HA (excitation wavelength 
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λ = 350 nm) seems to be enhanced in the presence of nAg. When an organic molecule 

interacts with metallic nanoparticles possessing a strong plasmon field, either enhancement or 

quenching of fluorescence intensity can be observed (Kang et al. 2011). Quenching usually 

arises due to molecular interactions including ligand exchange between the nanoparticles and 

organic molecules, fluorescence energy transfer, molecular rearrangements, ground state 

complex formation and excited state reactions (Manoharan et al. 2013; Umadevi et al. 2013) 

whereas enhancement happens when the plasmon field generated around the particle by the 

incident light increases the excitation decay rate of the organic molecule and thus enhances 

the fluorescence intensity (Kang et al. 2011; Manoharan et al. 2013).  

 

Figure 12. Fluorescence emission spectra of sodium humate solution showing an intensity 

enhancement after nAg interaction. 

The observed enhancement in fluorescence intensity of humic acid molecules in the presence 

of nAg indicates that the interface distance between the HA molecules and nAg is greater 

than the fluorescence energy transfer distance (Manoharan et al. 2013) and also the interface 

distance is optimal enough for the plasmon field of nanoparticles to influence the humic acid 

molecules. But it also indicates that there is no bond formation between nAg surface and 
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fluorescence active centers of humic acid molecules and the attachment of HA may be due to 

physical sorption or via functional groups not linked with the fluorophore.  

3.4.6 Batch Sorption Study.  

nAg and nAg HA sorption: Sorption isotherms for the sorption of nAg-HA to all the 

sorbents were linear (SI Figure S20). This is in contrast to the findings of our previous study 

of nAg sorption in the absence of NOM, which resulted in Langmuir like sorption isotherms 

(Abraham et al. 2013). The difference in type of isotherms suggests a different sorption 

mechanism for the studied HA concentration range. For quantitative comparison of both 

sorption data, we determined the initial slope obtained from linear sorption (by considering 

the initial four concentrations from the Langmuir sorption isotherms) of nAg and the slope 

obtained from the sorption isotherms of nAg-HA sorption (Figure 13A). 

Figure 13. Slopes obtained from the linear sorption isotherms for the sorption of bare silver 

nanoparticles and silver nanoparticles treated with humic acid on to different model and 

environmental surfaces.  

After humic acid treatment there is a decrease in the sorption coefficient of silver 

nanoparticles as seen by the ten times lower magnitude of slopes in the case of nAg-HA 

compared to nAg (Figure 13B). This can be due to the prevention of silver nanoparticle 

sorption by the steric layer of humic acid molecules which are already sorbed on to the 
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sorbents, Similar results are described by Furman et al. for a deposition study using quartz 

crystal microgravimetry showing a decrease in silver nanoparticle deposition in the presence 

of humic acid (Furman et al. 2013). 

For nAg sorption, the sorption isotherm slopes varied depending on the chemical nature of 

sorbents used: for instance nonpolar alkyl and phenyl coated surfaces having least specific 

interactions showed lower sorption than surfaces having polar groups like -OH. On the 

contrary, for nAg-HA sorption such chemical specificity was not observed. This result 

indicate that presence of HA masks the direct nAg-surface interaction.  This masking effect 

can be due to HA coating on sorbent surface and nanoparticle surface. From CFM and 

florescence studies, it was clear that nanoparticle surface is coated with humic acid. But 

coating on nanoparticle only will not mask the effect of surface chemistry. When sorbent 

surfaces get coated with HA, it masks the chemical specificity of the sorbents which can 

mask the effect of surface chemistry in the sorption experiments. Hence it is important to 

investigate HA-surface interactions, which can be found further below. 

In the case of nAg-HA sorption, the slopes for all the isotherms were nearly the same except 

for silicagel surface, considering the error limits. Only silicagel surface showed a slightly 

higher sorption. This suggests the influence of some factor, other than chemical specificity, in 

the sorption experiments. Additionally for leaf discs, linear sorption of nAg-HA gives the 

slope as 3.6 L/g which is not comparable to the linear slope obtained for octadecane surface, 

even though the chemical constituents of both the surfaces are comparable. But for nAg 

sorption the slopes obtained for leaves and octadecane surface were comparable (Abraham et 

al. 2014). This again suggests the masking effect of HA. 

HA sorption: To detect the sorption of humic acid to the sorbent surface, we conducted a 

batch sorption experiment with humic acid solution. Figure S21 (supporting Information) 
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show the calibration of UV/vis absorbance of sodium humate solution with TOC 

concentration. UV/vis absorbance values of sodium humate solution before and after the 

sorption were converted into TOC concentrations using the calibration slope. The amount of 

humic acid sorbed was comparably small. The sorption isotherms for humic acid sorption 

were linear for all sorbents (Figure S22 in SI).  

The slopes decrease in the order:  glass > diol > phenyl > sand > cyano > octadecane > silica 

gel (Figure 14). 

 

Figure 14. Slopes obtained from the linear sorption isotherms for the sorption of humic acid 

on to different model and environmental surfaces. 

From the order of the slopes, it can be seen that the concept of intermolecular interaction fails 

in some cases. Phenyl group is expected to show lower binding strengths similar to alkyl 

group because of its nonpolar nature. However aromatic compounds exhibit noncovalent 

interactions (п-п interactions) with dissolved humic acid (Nanny et al. 2001; Simpson et al. 

2004). Thus higher binding strength of phenyl functionalized sorbent toward humic acid, 

compared to that of octadecane and cyano functionalized sorbents may be due to the п-п 

interactions between the aromatic ring of phenyl group and aromatic components of humic 
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acid. The silica gel sorbent showed the lowest sorption of humic acid, which may be due to 

the electrostatic repulsion (Yang et al. 2013). Glass bead and sand, which are silica based 

materials, however showed higher sorption than silica. For the sand the higher sorption may 

be due to metal impurities like iron impurities or the presence of some calcium salts (since it 

is ocean sand) along with the basic component silica. In the case of glass, even higher 

sorption was observed, which may be due to the presence of metal oxides like CaO, Al2O3, 

MgO, K2O etc. 

From the HA sorption results it is clear that HA sorption to the SiO2 surface is the weakest, 

average sorption is observed for Ph, Sand, CN and C18 surfaces, and strong sorption is 

observed for glass and OH surfaces. Thus for SiO2 surface, uncoated nAg may sorb stronger 

than coated nAg. This can explain the stronger sorption of nAgHA to SiO2 surface compared 

to other sorbents. 

nAg citrate and nAg citrate-HA sorption: 

To investigate the effect of surface charge and size of nanoparticles on their sorption 

behavior, the same sorption experiment was done using citrate reduced silver nanoparticle 

(nAg-citrate) suspension, in the presence and absence of HA. The average hydrodynamic 

diameter of the particles was around 45 nm and it was stable for the sorption experiment time 

duration (Figure S23 in SI). Zeta potentials of the nanoparticles obtained by DLS 

measurements were -66.7 ± 0.2 mV and -67.3 ± 0.5 mV for nAg-citrate, nAg-citrate HA 

respectively. Similar to the results obtained for the sorption experiment with bare silver 

nanoparticles, sorption isotherms for the sorption of nAg-citrate to all the sorbent surfaces 

were nonlinear in the absence of HA (Figure S24 in SI) and linear in the presence of HA 

(Figure S25 in SI). Both Freundlich and Langmuir model were tried to describe the 

experimental sorption data for the nonlinear sorption of nAg-citrate to sorbents (Figure S24). 
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Based on statistical parameters for fitting, Langmuir model appeared more suitable at least 

for few sorbents (Table S2 in SI). Thus a monolayer sorption is favored for nAg-citrate, 

which suggests that particle-surface interactions are more prominent than particle-particle 

interactions in this case. This can be due to electrostatic repulsion between each nanoparticle 

which results in blocking effect. The linear sorption in the presence of HA suggests that both 

particle-particle interactions and particle –surface interactions are contributing to this sorption 

behavior. This can also be due to very low coverage of nanoparticles on the surface which 

may cause the sorption to remain in a quasi linear range of the langmiur isotherm. 

 

Figure 15. Slopes obtained from the linear sorption isotherms for the sorption of citrate 

reduced silver nanoparticles (A) in the presence and (B) in the absence of humic acid on to 

different model and environmental surfaces.  

Slopes of the linear part of isotherms (first 4 data points) for nAg-citrate sorption show 

dependence on the chemical functional group present on the sorbent surface and decreased in 

the order: Diol > Glass > Cyano > Sand > Silica gel > Phenyl > Octadecane (Figure 15A). 

This trend is similar to that observed for bare silver nanoparticles (nAg) and can be explained 

on the basis of intermolecular interactions between the sorbent surface and nanoparticles. 

This also indicates that the type and quality of interactions are the same when comparing nAg 

and nAg citrate.  
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Comparing the sorption quantities of nAg (Figure 13A) and nAg-citrate (Figure 15A), citrate 

reduced nanoparticles show less affinity towards the sorbents than bare nAg. This can be 

explained by the more negative zeta potential of nAg-citrate (-66.7 ± 0.2 mV) compared to 

that of nAg (-44.3 ± 0.7 mV). Since all the considered sorbents are negatively charged in 

aqueous phase, more repulsion between nAg-citrate and sorbents results in a lower affinity. 

Furthermore, the more negative zeta potential results in better stabilization of nAg citrate 

compared to nAg, thereby increasing the tendency of nAg citrate to remain in the aqueous 

phase. 

There was no relation between the BET surface area of the sorbents and the slopes for the 

sorption of nAg-citrate suspension just as nAg suspension (Figure S26 in SI). Thus 

nanoparticle charge is also a factor that controls the sorption process.  

For the sorption of nAg-citrate HA, the slopes show no dependence on the sorbent surface 

chemistry (Figure 15, right). Also the sorption quantity is significantly decreased, compared 

to the sorption without HA. Similar to nAg HA sorption, silica gel sorption isotherm had the 

highest slope of all studied sorbents. These observations again confirms that in the presence 

of HA, both the nanoparticles and sorbent surfaces get coated with HA, which masks the 

chemical specificity of nanoparticle-surface interaction.  

The sorption isotherm of nAg-citrate nanoparticles on to leaf discs shows a linear slope of 

1.4 ± 0.03 L/g which is comparable to the slope of sorption on to octadecane functionalized 

sorbent (1.4 ± 0.04 L/g). This can be due to the similar chemical nature of both the surfaces 

as the leaf surface contains cuticular layers consisting of wax layers which contain aliphatic 

carbon chains. But for the sorption of nAg-citrate on to leaf discs in the presence of HA the 

linear slope was 0.64 ± 0.04 L/g, which is lower than that for the sorption on to octadecane 
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surface (0.98 ± 0.04 L/g). This again shows that in the presence of HA, sorption of 

nanoparticles is not varying with respect to the chemical nature of the sorbent. 

3.4.6 Comparing the sorption 

Considering electrostatic forces, the zeta potential of nanoparticles in the presence and 

absence of HA was comparable for both types of nanoparticles (-44.3 ± 0.7 mV for nAg, -

44.7 ± 1.4 mV for nAg HA, -66.7 ± 0.2 mV for nAg citrate, and -67.3 ± 0.5 mV for nAg-

citrate HA), this suggests that the sorption does not depend solely on electrostatic forces. The 

slopes for the sorption in the presence of humic acid showed dependence on the BET specific 

surface areas of the sorbents, for both type of nanoparticles.  The slopes obtained from 

isotherms of nAg-citrate and nAg-citrate HA sorption to the sorbent surfaces seem to increase 

with increase in specific surface areas of the sorbents (Figure S27 in SI).  

Moreover there was a linear correlation, between the slopes obtained for nAg-citrate and bare 

nAg both in the absence (Figure 16A) and presence (Figure 16B) of humic acid. In the 

absence of HA the sorbents are arranged in the increasing order of polarity (from -C18 to –

OH, Figure 16A) and in the absence of HA the sorbents are arranged in the increasing order 

of their specific surface area (from glass beads to silica gel, Figure 16B). These results 

confirm that in the presence of HA, the sorption of nanoparticles to sorbents depends mainly 

on sorbent surface area and, in the absence of HA, the sorption depends mainly on the surface 

chemistry of the sorbents irrespective of nanoparticle size, and preparation method. 
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Figure 16. Correlation between the slopes obtained from the linear sorption isotherms for the 

sorption of citrate reduced silver nanoparticles and bare silver nanoparticles in the absence 

of HA(A)and in the presence of HA (B) to different sorbent surfaces 

This study thus helps to understand the influence of humic acid in particle-surface 

interactions on the basis of sorption isotherms, thereby helping to assess the fate of 

nanoparticles in the environment. In natural environments containing unbound humic acid, a 

surface coating of nanoparticles and collector surfaces decrease nanoparticle sorption on to 

collector surfaces, irrespective of the collector surface chemistry thereby increasing the 

transport of nanoparticles.  

3.5 Conclusion 

In summary, the factors determining sorption behavior of nanoparticles are found to be 

different in the presence and absence of humic acid. In the absence of humic acid, the results 

show that the sorption is controlled mainly by the chemical groups present on the sorbent 

surface than the surface area available. In contrast, the presence of humic acid results in 

covering both the nanoparticle and sorbent surface with humic acid and thus the chemical 

specificity of the sorbents are getting masked. Thus in the presence of HA, the sorption of 

silver nanoparticles seems to be controlled mainly by the surface area of the sorbent, for the 

concentrations used in this study.  
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Comparing the sorption quantity for the sorption of silver nanoparticles in the presence and 

absence of humic acid, the results show that the amount of nanoparticle getting sorbed is 

higher in magnitude in the absence of humic acid for both type of silver nanoparticle 

suspensions studied. In the presence of humic acid, the sorbents surfaces are getting coated 

with humic acid as shown by AFM studies and thus there are less available sorption sites for 

nanoparticle sorption. Sorbent surfaces like SiO2 having weak humic acid interactions 

(Figure14), show comparatively high sorption quantity for the sorption of both type of silver 

nanoparticles in the presence of humic acid. On the contrary, sorbent surfaces like Glass, 

having strong humic acid interactions (Figure 14) show low sorption quantity as shown in the 

schematic diagram (Figure 17). 

 

Figure 1. Thematic diagram showing the difference in sorption behavior of silver 

nanoparticles to different sorbent surfaces in the presence and absence of humic acid. Where, 

A : Sorption in the absence of humic acid, showing surface-nAg interaction, B: Sorption in 

the presence of humic acid and for the surfaces having strong HA-surface interactions, 

showing surface-HA-nAg and surface-HA interactions, and C: Sorption in the presence of 

humic acid and for the surfaces having weak HA-surface interactions, showing surface-nAg 

and surface-HA interactions. 
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However the nanoparticles undergo a wide variety of transformations in the environmental 

systems depending on the nature and coating of nanoparticle and also on the factors causing 

the transformation. Hence to gain a more general understanding about nanoparticle fate in 

environment we must investigate a larger set of suspensions in a similar way. 

3.6 Supporting Information 

Table S3: Langmuir and Freundlich parameters for the sorption of citrate reduced silver 

nanoparticles to the sorbents and statistical parameters for fitting. 

Figure S15. Intensity-weighted hydrodynamic size distribution of the nAg-HA suspension 

obtained by dynamic light scattering. 

Figure S16. Time dependent particle size of nAg-HA suspension. 

Figure S17. AFM height (A, B) and adhesion (C, D) images of silver nanoparticle before (A, 

C) and after (B, D) humic acid treatment captured by –CH3 modified probe in PFQNM mode. 

Figure S18. Scaled adhesion force histogram for the adhesion between –CH3 modified probe 

and chemically modified standard samples. 

Figure S19. Scaled adhesion force histogram for the adhesion between –COOH modified 

probe and chemically modified standard samples. 

Figure S20. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver nanoparticle treated with humic acid 

(nAg-HA) to model and environmental sorbents. 

Figure S21. Calibration graph for the UV/vis absorbance of sodium humate solutions with 

respect to the determined TOC concentration. 
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Figure S22. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of humic acid to different model and 

environmental surface. 

Figure S23. Time dependent particle size for nAg citrate suspension in the presence (right) 

and absence (left) of humic acid. 

Figure S24. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of citrate reduced silver nanoparticles to 

different model and environmental surfaces. 

Figure S25. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of citrate reduced silver nanoparticles in the 

presence of HA to different model and environmental surfaces. 

Figure S26. Variation of the slopes for the sorption of bare silver nanoparticles and citrate 

reduced silver nanoparticles in the absenceof HA to the sorbent surfaces, with the specific 

surface area of the respective sorbents. 

Figure S27. Variation of the slopes for the sorption of bare silver nanoparticles and citrate 

reduced silver nanoparticles in the presence of HA to the sorbent surfaces, with the specific 

surface area of the respective sorbents. 
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Table S3: Langmuir and Freundlich parameters for the sorption of citrate reduced 

silver nanoparticles to the sorbents and statistical parameters for fitting. 

Sorbents Langmuir parameters Freundlich 

parameters 

Langmuir 

fitting 

Freundlich 

fitting 

Langmuir 

coefficient 

(KL) L/g 

Adsorption 

maximum 

(Qmax) µg/g 

Freundlich 

coefficient 

(KF) 

(µg(1-

n)Ln)/g 

Freundlich 

exponent 

(n) 

 

Chi
2
 R

2
 Chi

2
 

R2 

 

OH func. 

surface 
0.11±0.01 45.3±2.1 7.1±1.2 0.49±0.06 6.85 0.97 14.11 0.94 

Glass 

bead 
0.13 ± 0.01 34.0±1.8 5.9±0.9 0.45±0.05 1.03 0.99 3.90 0.96 

Sand 0.06±0.02 63.3±9.1 5.9±1.5 0.60±0.09 0.50 0.99 0.83 0.99 

Silica gel 0.03±0.01 81.7±12.4 3.3±0.6 0.73±0.07 0.80 0.99 0.99 0.98 

CN func. 

surface 
0.11±0.01 33.9±1.6 5.1±0.6 0.5±0.04 1.36 0.99 6.86 0.96 

Ph func. 

surface 
0.02±0.005 74.0±12.3 1.9±0.3 0.81±0.05 0.94 0.99 1.06 0.99 

C18 func. 

surface 
0.01±0.003 163.4±44.6 2.1±0.3 0.86±0.04 2.12 0.98 4.43 0.98 
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Figure S15. Intensity-weighted hydrodynamic size distribution of the nAg-HA suspension 

obtained by dynamic light scattering 

 

 

Figure S16. Time dependent particle size of nAg-HA suspension. 
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Figure S17. AFM height (A, B) and adhesion (C, D) images of silver nanoparticle before (A, 

C) and after (B, D) humic acid treatment captured by –CH3 modified probe in PFQNM mode.
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Figure S18. Scaled adhesion force histogram for the adhesion between –CH3 modified probe 

and chemically modified standard samples. The solid black line represents the Gaussian fit. 
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Figure S19. Scaled adhesion force histogram for the adhesion between –COOH modified 

probe and chemically modified standard samples. The solid black line represents the 

Gaussian fit. 
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Figure S20. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of silver nanoparticle treated with humic acid 

(nAg-HA) to model and environmental sorbents. 
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Figure S21. Calibration graph for the UV/vis absorbance of sodium humate solutions with 

respect to the determined TOC concentration. 
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Figure S22. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of humic acid to different model and 

environmental surfaces. 
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Figure S23. Time dependent particle size for nAg citrate suspension in the presence (right) 

and absence (left) of humic acid. 
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Figure S24. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of citrate reduced silver nanoparticles to 

different model and environmental surfaces. 
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Figure S25. Sorption isotherms for the sorption of citrate reduced silver nanoparticles in the 

presence of HA to different model and environmental surfaces. 
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Figure S26. Variation of the slopes for the sorption of bare silver nanoparticles and citrate 

reduced silver nanoparticles in the absenceof HA to the sorbent surfaces, with the specific 

surface area of the respective sorbents 

 

Figure S27. Variation of the slopes for the sorption of bare silver nanoparticles and citrate 

reduced silver nanoparticles in the presence of HA to the sorbent surfaces, with the specific 

surface area of the respective sorbents. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Characterization of nanoparticles for their surface properties is necessary to ensure reliable 

and reproducible results regarding the study of nanoparticle fate, transport, transformations 

and toxicity. Without such proper and accurate characterizations, there will be an unknown 

variability in different experimental conditions of nanoparticles. In this study the potential of 

chemical force microscopy (CFM), an AFM based technique, for the intricate 

characterization of nanoparticle surfaces has been evaluated. AFM probes with five different 

chemical modifications, undergoing different intermolecular interactions were used for CFM 

analysis and they were standardized with chemically functionalized standard surfaces to 

check the chemical sensitivity of each probe type. The nanoparticles used for CFM analysis 

were, bare silver nanoparticles (nAg), citrate coated silver nanoparticles (nAg-citrate), and 

humic acid coated silver nanoparticles (nAg-HA). The results demonstrate the capability of 

CFM to differentiate between different surface coatings. The results also showed the potential 

of differently modified probes to differentiate between polar or nonpolar interactions, and 

hydrophobic or hydrophilic interactions. 

4.2 Introduction 

The fate of ENPs in the environmental compartments depends on the transformations the 

nanoparticles undergo due to influences from the environmental conditions like pH, presence 

of organic matter, flow conditions and presence of other elements which can react with ENPs 

(Levard et al. 2012; Lowry et al. 2012; Lowry et al. 2012). There is an increased awareness 

of the need to understand the health, safety, and environmental impacts of ENPs in both their 

synthesized and environmentally transformed form (Baer et al. 2010). One of the main 

challenge in ENPs risk assessment in environmental systems are analysis and characterisation 

issues of nanoparticles (Tiede et al. 2008). There is a growing consensus on the importance of 

systematic and accurate characterization of nanoparticles on environmental media and 
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biological systems (Cong et al. 2011). Some of the current conflicting results from 

nanotoxicological tests could also be better explained if the adequate nanoparticle 

characterization results are available (Cong et al. 2011).  

4.2.1 Need for nanoparticle surface analysis techniques. 

There are many issues and challenges associated with characterization of nanoparticles. 

Subtle differences in synthesis, storage and processing can produce nanoparticles with 

different surface properties even if the material is same. With time nanoparticle properties 

may change in many ways including aggregation, growth, phase separation, oxidation, and 

absorbing contaminants (Baer 2011). The unique physical and chemical properties of 

nanoparticles differing from the respective bulk form, is due to its small size, which makes a 

large portion of the atoms in the nanoparticles to present at or near the surface of the 

particles. Hence it is important to put efforts in characterizing the nanoparticle surfaces and 

interfaces. The small size also makes it challenging to characterise the nanoparticles in the 

environmental compartments. The composition, structure, and physical/chemical nature of 

the nanoparticle surface plays an important role in determining the properties and 

performances of nanoparticles and its fate. The importance of nanoparticle surface chemistry 

in determining its fate and toxicity has been underemphasized in literatures (Karakoti et al. 

2006). There is an increasing need for improved analysis methods, to characterize 

nanoparticle surface, including surface chemical analysis which can give important 

information to determine the fate of nanoparticles in the environment. 

The main surface chemistry characterization techniques available for nanoparticle analysis 

are Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Secondary 

Ion-Mass spectroscopy (SIMS), Atomic force microscopy, Vibrational spectroscopy, energy 

dispersive x-ray methods, low energy ion scattering techniques etc (Baer et al. 2010). All 

methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. Among these methods atomic force 
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microscopy is superior in terms of spatial resolution it can achieve. However characterization 

by a number of complementary analysis methods is important for adequate characterization 

of nanoparticles.   

4.2.2 AFM for nanoparticle surface characterisation 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a powerful imaging technique, which enabled many 

major advances in nanotechnology. The heart of an AFM is a sharp tip mounted on a 

cantilever (together called probe), that interacts with a sample surface at a distance of atomic 

dimensions (Eastman et al. 1996). AFM cantilevers and tips are critical elements for 

obtaining reliable, high-resolution data (Muller et al. 2007) and they are generally made of 

silicon or silicon nitride using micro fabrication techniques. This technique can provide both 

qualitative and quantitative information including nanoparticle size, surface morphology, 

surface texture and surface roughness. These parameters are obtained from the interaction 

force with the sample, sensed by the tip as it scans across the surface. Depending up on the 

made of AFM either the probe or the sample will be mounted on a piezoelectric scanner 

which ensures 3D positioning with high accuracy. The interaction forces are measured by the 

deflection of cantilever as the tip scans the surface, which is detected by a laser beam focused 

on the free end of the cantilever and reflected into a photo diode. Additionally evaluation of 

force-distance curves between the surfaces and AFM probe provides nano-mechanical 

properties of the respective surfaces, in nano meter resolution. To obtain force-distance 

curves, the cantilever deflection is recorded as a function of vertical displacement of the 

scanner as the tip is pushed towards the sample and retracted (Dufrene 2008). This cantilever 

deflection versus scanner displacement curve can be transformed into a force-distance curve 

using appropriate corrections (Dufrene 2008). Different AFM imaging modes are available, 

which differ mainly the way the tip is scanning across the sample. The pulsed-force mode of 

AFM, in which AFM cantilever is oscillated and taps the surface periodically, enabled 
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adhesion and stiffness properties to be calculated at each point on a surface rapidly (Marti 

1997). An extension of pulsed-force mode with improved force resolution and noise 

reduction is PeakForce Quantitative Nanomechanical Mapping mode, developed by Bruker 

AXS, CA, USA (Young et al. 2011). With this mode real time calculation of mechanical 

properties like, Adhesion, Young’s modulus, deformation etc. at each surface contact can be 

done. can be done (Young et al. 2011). 

4.2.3 Chemical force measurements for nanoparticle surface characterisation 

However, the utility of the standard AFM setup for measuring specific forces is severely 

limited by the unknown chemical compositionof the AFM tip. The normally used, silicon and 

silicon nitride probes has a poorly defined chemical interface, also the chances of 

contamination is high for them (Noy 2006). Lieber and coworkers introduced chemical force 

microscopy (CFM), which replaces poorly characterised tip-sample interface with a defined 

interface produced by deliberate functionalisation of AFM tip and sample surface 

(Frisbie et al. 1994). Thus CFM can measure specific well defined chemical interactions 

(Okabe et al. 2000). By detecting interaction forces between chemically modified tip and 

sample surface, it becomes possible to discriminate chemical inhomogeneities on the sample. 

 Researchers have used CFM for a number of applications including adhesion and 

friction measurements, as well as high resolution imaging (vezenov et al. 2005; Noy 

et al.1997).  Fundamental CFm experiments with functionalized tips and samples in ethanol 

medium showed the capacity of CFM to descriminate interactions between polar and apolar 

groups (Frisbie 1994; Noy 1995). Also, hydrogen bonding –COOH groups show stronger 

adhesion compared to –CH3 groups which can only interact through van der Waals 

interactions. All these fundamental experiments were conducted in different solvents (Noy 

et al.1997). CFM is also used in investigationg the double layer interactions in aqueous 

solutions. By monitoring the adhesion force with an ionizable AFM probe, researchers 
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detected changes in surface charge induced by the dissociation of acidic (COOH) or basic 

(NH2) groups on the surface (Vezenov et al. 1997). 

CFM has found its application throughout physical and life sciences. In life science it has 

been used to map the hydrophobocity of live cells to understand their role in mediating 

different cellular events (Dague et al. 2007). In polymer systems, CFM is used widely to 

characterise chemical heterogeneities of the polymer coatings. Chemical force microscopy 

has been already used  in literatures  to characterize nanoparticle surface, by attaching the 

particles to the tip and then scanning the tip to chemically modified surfaces (Yang et al. 

2002). However there was no study till date done to analyse nanoparticle surface using 

chemically functionalized probe. Force measurements carried out on ambient air are more 

difficult to interpret since capillary forces are usually 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than 

specific chemical interactions (Noy et al. 1997). Moreover capillary condensation will 

emphasize relative degree of wetability and can be a basis for descriminationg between 

hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups when imaging under ambient conditions (Wilbur et al. 

1995).    

 In this study the potential of chemical force microscopy in characterising differently coated 

and stabilized silver nanoparticles is illustrated using a set of AFM probes with different 

chemical functionalizations. 

4.3 Materials and methods: 

4.3.1 Nanoparticle suspensions and AFM sample preparation: 

Three different kinds of nanoparticle suspensions were used for the CFM analysis: (1) non 

coated silver nanoparticles (nAg), (2) silver nanoparticles coated with humic acid (nAg-HA), 

and (3) citrate ion coated silver nanoparticles (nAg citrate). Bare silver nanoparticles were 

purchased as powder form from io-li-tec (Ionic Liquid Technologies, Germany). According 

to the manufacturer, they were produced using plasma chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 
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and the primary particle size of the nanoparticles was 35 nm. Aqueous nanoparticle 

suspension was prepared from the powder by following a standard protocol using ultrasonic 

processor without stabilizing agent (Taurozzi et al. 2010). The suspension was prepared using 

Milli Q water and the pH of the suspension was 6.4. Humic acid coated silver nanoparticles 

were also prepared from the same bare silver nanoparticle powder but while making the 

aqueous suspension, ultrasonic processor was used with sodium humate solution (5 mg/L) as 

a stabilizing agent. Water soluble sodium humate powder (HUMINS 775) extracted from 

natural oxidized lignite was purchased from Humintech GmbH, Germany. The pH of the 

suspension after preparation was 7.5. Citrate reduced silver nanoparticles were synthesized 

by reducing silver nitrate (AgNO3, Aldrich) with trisodium citrate solution (5mM, Aldrich) at 

a pH of 11 by following a standard synthesis procedure (Dong et al. 2009).  

For AFM measurements, samples were prepared on freshly cleaved mica substrate. To 

facilitate the binding of nanoparticles on to mica surface, the mica is modified using poly-

lysine by following a standard protocol (McNeil et al. 2011). This treatment leads to the 

formation of positively charged clusters on the mica surface (Niemeyer et al. 2006) and make 

it possible for negatively charged nanoparticles (zeta potential for nAg = -44.3 ± 0.7 mV, for 

nAg HA = -44.7 ± 1.4 mV, and for nAg-citrate = -66.7 ± 0.2 mV) to bind to the mica surface. 

4.3.2 AFM measurements: 

 Atomic force microscopy (AFM,Veeco Nanoscope V, Bruker Corporation) images were 

captured using Peak Force Quantitative nanomechanical mapping (PFQNM) mode. PFQNM 

is a patent pending AFM mode developed by Veeco in which high resolution mapping of 

mechanical properties is possible (Pittenger et al.). In this mode the probe and the sample are 

intermittently brought together to contact the surface for a short period of time, which helps 

to eliminate lateral forces. The peak force during the probe-sample interaction period is kept 

constant by the system feedback and it is termed as feedback set point.  
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During PFQNM scanning, the piezoelectric scanner pushes the probe tip towards the sample 

and as the tip approaches the surface, the cantilever is pulled down toward the surface by 

attractive forces like van der Waals, capillary and electrostatic forces. The piezoelectric 

scanner pushes the probe further until peak force set point is reached and then the probe starts 

to withdraw from the sample surface. Probe tip breaks free off the sample at maximum 

adhesion point and the force corresponding to this point is adhesion force (Pittenger et al.). 

This measurement takes place at each tip-sample contact point and a force-distance curve 

(figure 18) is generated at each pixel point in an image. 

 
Figure 18. Force distance curve. 

 
The peak force setpoint is a user input value which represents the imaging force and which 

determines the magnitude of tip-sample interactions (BrukerCorporation 2011). As the 

applied peak force setpoint increases, the AFM tip will be forced to remain in contact with 

the sample surface till it experience the peak force. This will in turn increase the contact time 

between the tip and the sample and thus the adhesion force will shift to higher values (Drelich 

2005). Peak force setpoint was kept constant (5 nN) for all the measurements, since adhesion 

force showed dependence on the setpoint value (figure 19). Adhesion force histogram 

showed a shift in adhesion force values with increased peak force setpoint (figure 19). 
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Figure 19. Dependence of Adhesion force values on peak force setpoint: Scaled Adhesion 

force histogram of –NH2 functionalized surface scanned by –OH functionalized probe, with 5 

different peak force setpoints (2nN, 5nN, 8nN, and 10nN). The sample position scanned was 

exactly the same (2 µm x 2 µm area) with all the setpoints and 2,62,144 force values, with 

each peak force setpoint measurements were analyzed for adhesion force histogram. 

 

The atmospheric humidity is known to have influence on Adhesion force measurements (Jang 

et al. 2007; Farshchi-Tabrizia et al. 2008). Hence All AFM measurements were carried out in 

the air at constant humidity of 28-29 %. This humidity is acquired in the AFM sample 

chamber by using silica gel and anhydrous CaCl2 (Sigma-Aldrich). Adhesion force is known 

to have a dependence on the radius of the tip used for scanning and hence dividing the 

adhesion force by tip radius to get the scaled adhesion forces (F/R) is a common approach 

(Sugawara et al. 1993; Seog et al. 2002; Poggi et al. 2005). This approach is followed in this 

chapter to represent adhesion force. 

10-15 nanoparticles were captured and analyzed from each nanoparticle suspension using 

NanoScope software. To avoid the surface morphology artifacts at the edge of the 

nanoparticles, the adhesion force values at the middle of the nanoparticle surface (20x20 

pixels) were considered to plot adhesion force histograms (Paredes et al. 2000). Thus 400 
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force-distance curves were analyzed from each nanoparticle surface and each adhesion force 

histogram contains 4000-6000 adhesion force values.  

4.3.3 Chemical force microscopy 

Chemically modified AFM probes, purchased from NanoAndMore GmbH, Germany were 

used for nanoparticle analysis in PFQNM mode. The chemical modifications used were -C18 

(ST-PNP-CH3) modification, -C6H5 (ST-PNP-C6H5) modification, -NH2 (ST-PNP-NH2) 

modification, -OH (ST-PNP-OH) modification, and -COOH (ST-PNP-CO2H) modification. 

According to the manufacturer the probes were modified with specific functional groups 

using self assembled monolayers of thiols on gold (NanoAndMoreGMBH). The thiol 

molecules used for each modification were 1-Octadecanethiol for -C18 probe, 

2-Phenylethanethiol for -C6H5 probe, 11-Amino-1-undecanethiol for -NH2 probe, 

11-Mercapto-1-undecanol for -OH probe, and 1-Mercaptoundecanoic acid for -COOH probe 

respectively (figure 20). 

   

Figure 20. Thiol molecules used for the modification of AFM probes and standard surfaces. 
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The probes were calibrated prior to the measurement to find out tip radius and spring constant 

and the results are shown in table 1. 

Probe Tip radius (nm) Spring constant (N/m) 

-C18 6.1 5.6 

-C6H5 4.0 4.8 

-NH2 3.02 1.3 

-OH 4.5 5.2 

-COOH 2.6 6.7 

 

Table 1. Calibrated tip radius and spring constant of the surface functionalized probes used 

to image nanoparticle surfaces. 

 AFM probes were standardized for their chemical specificity using chemically 

modified standard surfaces (NanoAndMore GmbH, Germany) which can undergo defined 

intermolecular interactions. The chemical modifications were same as that with the probes: 

-C18 (ST-Si-CH3) modification, -C6H5 (ST-Si-C6H5) modification, -NH2 (ST-Si-NH2) 

modification, -OH (ST-Si-OH) modification, and -COOH (ST-Si-CO2H) modification. These 

standard surfaces are gold coated silicon wafers on with the thiol groups are chemically 

attached via gold-thiol linkage. From each sample surface 5 different positions with 2 µm x 

2 µm size were scanned and analyzed. Adhesion force histograms for each surfaces were 

plotted with the force values (13,10,720 numbers) obtained from the whole scanned area. 

Only one tip per type has been used for the measurements, since slight change in tip 

properties will have effect on adhesion force measurements and its difficult to get two tips 

with exact same properties.  

4.4 Results and discussion. 

4.4.1 Standardisation of AFM probes:The AFM probes were checked for their chemical 

specificity using chemically modified standard surfaces. Average surface roughness obtained 
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for surfaces with each probe are given in table 2. For -C18 modified surface, the surface 

roughness was between 5-10 nm, but for all the other surfaces, the roughness value was 

between 1-3 nm.  

          Tip -C18 -C6H5 -NH2 -OH -COOH 

-C18 5.7±0.8 nm 5.3±0.6 nm 6.0±0.8 nm 5.0±0.5 nm 10.3±1.2 nm 

-C6H5 1.6±0.1 nm 1.9±0.1 nm 2.0±0.1 nm 1.6±0.04 nm 1.7±0.1 nm 

-NH2 2.0±0.2 nm 2.1±0.1 nm 1.8±0.1 nm 1.8±0.1 nm 1.6±0.1 nm 

-OH 2.1±0.1 nm 2.8±0.3 nm 2.1±0.1 nm 2.3±0.1 nm 1.8±0.1 nm 

-COOH 2.1±0.1 nm 2.5±0.2 nm 2.5±0.1 nm 2.5±0.1 nm 2.2±0.1 nm 

  

Table 2. Average surface roughness of chemically modified, standard surfaces imaged with 

chemically modified probes. The error represents the standard deviation from five images. 

  

The higher surface roughness in the case of -C18 modified sample, compared to others may 

be due to some defects (pits) or aggregates of molecules present on the surface 

(Kim et al. 1992). Moreover -C18 modified surface has the thiol molecule 

(1-Octadecanethiol, C 17 spacer) with larger molecular length used for chemical modification 

among all samples. Chemical modifications on the probes do not seem to have any effect on 

the surface roughness values on the sample surface except for –C18 modified surface.  

Figure 21 shows representative height and Adhesion images of the chemically 

modified, standard sample surfaces when imaged with -C18 modified probe. Height images 

of all the samples appear similar but there is a clear change in adhesion images due to 

different chemical interactions. All other probes show similar results where height images 

were identical and adhesion images show clear differences. To study these interactions in 

detail, scaled adhesion force histograms were plotted for each standard sample/probe 

interactions. 

 

Sample 
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Figure 21. Height and adhesion images of all chemically modified surfaces scanned with 

-C18 modified probe. 
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Figure 4, 5, and 6 shows the histogram for the adhesion between the standard surfaces and 

-C6H5 modified probe, -NH2 modified probe, and -OH modified probe, respectively. For 

-COOH and -C18 modified probes the histograms are showed and explained in earlier 

chapter (Figure S18 and S19). 

 

Figure 22. Scaled adhesion force histograms for the adhesion of -C6H5 modified probe with 

the standard surfaces. 
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Figure 23. Scaled adhesion force histograms for the adhesion of –NH2 modified probe with 

the standard surfaces. 

Histograms for all probe - sample interactions were either monomodal or bimodal. The 

reason behind the bimodal distribution is not fully clear, however, this may be due to the 

heterogeneous sample surface which can arise due to some patches or pits resulted from 

molecular aggregates present on the surface (Kim et al. 1992). This may also depend on the 

molecular chain length of the molecules used for the surface functionalisation, showing more 

aggregates for high chain length molecule. In addition water molecules can also form patches 

on the surfaces causing increased adhesion force due to the contribution from capillary water 

bridges (Malotky et al. 2001). The AFM measurements were carried out in the presence of 

28-29 % relative humidity and so the sample and tip was not in a fully dried condition. Hence 
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there is a possibility of forming water molecular layers on the sample as well as on the tip, 

especially for the surfaces having polar functional groups. 

 

 

Figure 24. Scaled adhesion force histograms for the adhesion of –OH modified probe with 

the standard surfaces and their Gaussian fit. 

 

With phenyl functionalized probe also a bimodal distribution was observed (figure 22), 

although phenyl is not a polar group. One of the reasons for the two force values for all 

interactions involving phenyl group can be predicted as the different conformations possible 

for the molecule. Ten conformations are possible for 2-Phenylethanethiol (thiol molecule 

used for -C6H5 modification) and their energies are given in table 3. The conformer structures 

were drawn and the energies were calculated using MarvinSketch software (MarvinSketch 

6.2.0). 
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17.62 kcal/mol

 

17.66 kcal/mol

 

17.69 kcal/mol 17.7 kcal/mol

 

17.78 kcal/mol

 

17.78 kcal/mol

 

17.83 kcal/mol

 

17.91 kcal/mol 17.91 kcal/mol

 
 

17.95 kcal/mol

 

 

Table 3. Different conformations possible for 2-Phenylethanethiol molecule and the 

corresponding energies. 

 

Considering all the conformations, it can be predicted that when the molecule gets attached to 

the AFM probe tip, it can orient exposing the phenyl ring sidewise (figure 25A), or exposing 

the phenyl ring endwise (figure 25B).  

In the sidewise orientation, the whole phenyl ring interacts with the sample surface, while in 

endwise orientation only the end atom interacts with the sample surface. The interaction 

forces will be different in both cases. The bimodal histogram indicates the presence of both 

molecular orientations in one tip, one having lower interaction force than the other. The 

chemical group present on the sample surface seems to determine the preferable orientation 

of phenyl group. 

 

 



Figure 25. Graphical representation showing the possible 

AFM probe tip. There will be a number of such thiol molecules in one modified probe.

 

The adhesion force value obtained from the Gaussian fit was considered as the average 

adhesion force for each interaction (figure 26). 

in accordance with the intermolecular interaction strengths between the functional groups, 

except for phenyl functionalized surfaces and tips.

 

Graphical representation showing the possible orientations of phenyl ring on the 

AFM probe tip. There will be a number of such thiol molecules in one modified probe.

The adhesion force value obtained from the Gaussian fit was considered as the average 

adhesion force for each interaction (figure 26). The tip-sample interaction forces seem to vary 

in accordance with the intermolecular interaction strengths between the functional groups, 

except for phenyl functionalized surfaces and tips. 
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orientations of phenyl ring on the 

AFM probe tip. There will be a number of such thiol molecules in one modified probe. 

The adhesion force value obtained from the Gaussian fit was considered as the average 

sample interaction forces seem to vary 

in accordance with the intermolecular interaction strengths between the functional groups, 
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Figure 26. scaled adhesion force between the chemically modified surfaces and probes 

measured by AFM in PFQNM mode. The error bars corresponds to the standard deviation of 

adhesion values from five different histograms obtained from five different scans. 

 

For the tips, the adhesion force value with the surfaces increased in the following order: 

For -C18 tip, -C18 < -C6H5 < -NH2 < -OH < -COOH  

For -C6H5 tip, -NH2 < -OH < -C18 < -C6H5 < -COOH 

For -NH2 tip, -C18 < -NH2 < -OH < -C6H5 < -COOH 

For -COOH tip, -C18 < -C6H5 < -NH2 < -OH < -COOH and 

For -OH tip, -C18 < -OH < NH2 < -COOH < -C6H5  

It is clear that the adhesion force values were smaller for surfaces with nonpolar functional 

group (-C18) and were higher for polar functional group (-COOH, -OH, -NH2). However, 

phenyl which is a nonpolar group showed higher adhesion force values. This may be due to 

the different orientation possible for phenyl group as discussed above and when the phenyl 

group orients in sidewise manner the resonant π electrons will be interacting with the surface 
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which may increase the interaction force. Among all tip-surface interactions, the one 

involving -C6H5 tip and -C6H5 surface showed the maximum adhesion force, indicating π -π 

interaction between them. In the case of -OH functionalized tip all surfaces showed 

comparable adhesion force, considering the error limits. The reason behind   this observation 

is not understood clearly. The chance for some defects during functionalization cannot be 

neglected; also since it is a polar group, water can be absorbed to the tip surface which may 

mask the interaction properties of -OH group.   

Thus there are a number of factors to consider while analyzing chemical force microscopy 

results including, the sample heterogeneity and roughness, the relative humidity, the 

conformations and orientations of the end molecule, and the molecular chain length of the 

spacer molecule used for functionalization. Each of these factors may contribute separately or 

at once, towards the adhesion force between the modified surface and the tip. 

4.4.2 Chemical Force Microscopy analysis on nanoparticles: 

Bare silver nanoparticles (nAg), silver nanoparticles coated with citrate (nAg-citrate) and 

silver nanoparticles coated with humic acid (nAg-HA) were analysed using chemical force 

microscopy. Representative AFM images of nAg-citrate are shown in figure 27. There were 

both spherical and rod shaped nanoparticles present in the suspension. Particles with sizes 

ranging from 20 nm to 60 nm were detected, but for adhesion force analysis particles in the 

larger size range were considered. 
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Figure 27. Height and adhesion images of nAg citrate nanoparticles scanned by –COOH 

modified probe. White square in the adhesion image represents the area on the 

nanoparticles, selected to plot adhesion force histogram. 

 

AFM images of nAg and nAg-HA are already shown in chapter 3 (figure 9 and SI figure 

S17). Adhesion force between the nanoparticles and the chemically modified probes were 

measured and scaled adhesion force histogram was plotted for each particle-tip interactions 

(figure 29) along with the Gaussian fit. Monomodal distribution was observed for all 

histograms, except for those corresponding to the interaction with phenyl modified probe. 

The bimodal histograms for phenyl modified tip interactions can again be explained on the 

basis of two types of orientations possible for phenyl group. To compare the adhesion forces, 

the peak value obtained from Gaussian curve was considered as the average adhesion force.  
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Figure 29. Scaled adhesion force histograms for the adhesion between nanoparticle surfaces 

and chemically modified probes and their Gaussian fit. 
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Figure 30. Average scaled adhesion force between the chemically functionalized AFM probes 

and the nanoparticle surfaces, measured using PFQNM mode of AFM. 

 

The adhesion force values are compared for each nanoparticle surfaces (figure 30). Phenyl 

functionaliyed probe showed a bimodal distribution with all the nanoparticle surfaces (figure 

29), and hence the adhesion forces corresponding to both the peaks are demonstrated in 

figure 30. This two different force values can be due to the different orientations possible for 

phenyl group as discussed earlier. 

The particle surfaces show lower force values when scanned with nonpolar functional groups 

(-C18), where hydrogen bond donor/acceptor interactions were not present. While when 

imaged with polar groups (-NH2, -OH, -COOH) which can undergo hydrogen bond 

donor/acceptor interactions, all nanoparticles show increased adhesion force.  

For bare nanoparticles, some carbon materials were detected on the surface (chapter 2), 

which can be the reason for the hydrogen bond donor/acceptor properties exhibited here. 

Citrate coated nanoparticles show higher force values compared to bare nanoparticles when 

scanned with polar functional groups. This can be related to the presence of polar citrate ions 

on the nanoparticle surface which can increase the magnitude of intermolecular interactions 

compared to non coated nanoparticle surface. Humic acid coated nanoparticle shows the 

highest adhesion force value comparing to other two types of particles. Humic acid molecules 
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contain both aromatic/aliphatic parts and polar functional groups. Hence when scanned with 

alkyl and phenyl functionalized probes there will be hydrophobic interactions present and 

when scanned with polar groups, there will be polar interactions present.  

However for polar functionalized groups like –OH and –NH2, the adhesion forces are weak. 

Moreover the difference in adhesion force scanned by -CH3 and –COOH groups are only in 

the range of 1-2 nN. In the case of hydrogen bond acceptor/donor interactions, much larger 

forces are expected. This suggests that no hydrogen bond donor/acceptor interactions are 

probed in these measurements and the difference in forces may be due to different 

orientations possible for different functional groups. If scan speed is controlled and 

measurement is done in much lower scan speed, there is a possibility of presence of hydrogen 

bond interactions due to increased contact time. Thus by varying the contact time between the 

AFM tip and surface, we can investigate the difference in adhesion forces due to hydrogen 

bond interactions and due to different molecular orientations. 

This result demonstrates the importance of using a set of probes which can undergo different 

intermolecular interactions for CFM analysis. If the probe is functionalized with polar 

chemical group which can exhibit hydrogen bond donor/acceptor interactions, we can use this 

probe to differentiate between polar and nonpolar sample surface. On the other hand, probe 

with aromatic or aliphatic functionalization will help to differentiate between sample surfaces 

which are hydrophobic and hydrophilic. The results thus demonstrate that chemical force 

microscopy can be used as a potential tool for the nanoparticle surface analysis. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The results show the potential of chemical force microscopy to characterize nanoparticle 

surface. Silver nanoparticles with different surface coating showed differences in adhesion 

force values. Use of probes with a wide range of chemical functionalizations will give more 

reliable results, since the adhesion force seems to vary with intermolecular interaction types. 
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Thus this method finds its use in determining the surface modifications of nanoparticles as it 

reaches the environment, which will help in risk assessment of nanoparticles. 

However there are a number of factors which have a direct effect on CFM results such as 

relative humidity, sample surface heterogeneities, possible orientations of the end group, scan 

speed of the measurement and the molecular chain length of the spacer molecule used for 

functionalization. These are the major limitations faced while analyzing CFM results. To 

overcome these limitations it is advisable to do CFM measurements in vacuum or in inert gas 

atmosphere, or in liquid to minimize capillary forces. Also using molecules having same 

spacer molecular chain length will help to improvise the CFM analysis.         
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5.1  Observations and conclusions  

To elucidate the objectives and hypotheses in chapter 1, a systematic batch sorption study is 

conducted between silver nanoparticles with different coating, size and zeta potential and, 

sorbent surfaces exhibiting different intermolecular interactions. Results presented in 

chapter 2 and 3 demonstrate the possibility to describe nanoparticle-surface interactions by 

classical sorption models and to study the interaction on the basis of sorption quantities and 

parameters obtained.  

5.1.1 Sorption of nAg and nAg-citrate in the absence of HA: The interaction studies of 

both nAg and nAg-citrate gives the conclusion that these nanoparticles form a monolayer on 

the sorbents following Langmuir sorption isotherms. Bare nanoparticle show higher sorption 

coefficient compared to citrate coated ones. This can be explained on the basis of electrostatic 

interactions as nAg-citrate had more negative zeta potential compared to nAg.     

In both cases, sorption was influenced by collector surface chemistry. Sorption coefficient 

was larger for surfaces having stronger intermolecular interaction forces and was smaller for 

surfaces with weak intermolecular interactions. The slopes for the sorption of these two 

nanoparticles to collector surfaces show a linear dependence. 

5.1.2 Sorption of nAg and nAg-citrate in the presence of HA: In the presence of HA, both 

the nanoparticles and collector surfaces are getting coated with HA and this masks the 

chemical specificity of sorption. The sorption is no longer influenced by the collector surface 

chemistry, but varies with specific surface area of collector surfaces. Even in this case, the 

slopes for the sorption of nAg and nAg citrate to the collector surfaces showed a linear 

dependence. 

In these experiments, both the nanoparticles were having a negative zeta-potential and the 

entire model and environmental surfaces were also having negative charge. Under this 

unfavorable condition, the particle-surface attachment is expected to occur in secondary 
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minima, where the interaction is reversible. Hence these particle-surface interactions are 

considered to be happening in a quasi equilibrium condition.  

Both the nanoparticle surface chemistry and collector surface chemistry have an impact on 

nanoparticle-surface interactions. These interactions will decide the fate and transport of 

nanoparticles in environmental compartments. 

Thus surface characterization of nanoparticles with chemical sensitivity becomes more and 

more important. In Chapter 4, the potential of chemical force microscopy, an AFM based 

method, for the surface characterization of nanoparticles is discussed. CFM analysis using 

five AFM probe types with different chemical modifications undergoing different 

intermolecular interactions, it was possible to differentiate silver nanoparticles having 

different surface coatings. Possible artifacts during the measurements are also discussed in 

the chapter.  

5.2  Open questions for future research 

The particle-surface interaction study presented here considers only the attachment or 

sorption of nanoparticles on to the collector surfaces. Detachment or desorption of 

nanoparticles from the collector surfaces is also an important process here since the 

interaction is reversible. The ease of detachment of nanoparticle form the collector surface 

will also determine the fate of nanoparticle in the environment. The study of desorption 

processes will improvise our understanding about the equilibrium state of the particle-surface 

interactions. The kinetic study of the same interactions will also be an add-on which will give 

us information about sorption and desorption rates. These topics can be considered for a 

future research.  

In the case of the Langmuir sorption isotherms obtained for bare silver nanoparticles, the 

adsorption maximum Qmax was not correlated with the BET specific surface area obtained. 
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Hence it is important to find the surface area of the sorbent which is available for the 

nanoparticle sorption. A method to find out such a quantity which describes the available 

surface area on the sorbents for nAg needs to be developed. 

Particle-surface interaction study thus gives us information regarding the fate of nanoparticles 

in the environment by describing its tendency to get deposited or get transported. But 

different nanoparticles with different coatings need to be experimented in the similar way, to 

get a general understanding. 

Chemical force microscopy is a promising technique for surface characterizations. However 

cautions should take to avoid the possible artifacts of this method. For example, it is 

important to remove the contribution of capillary forces by doing the experiment in vacuum 

or in inert gas atmosphere. Moreover, the same molecular chain length for the thiol molecules 

used for probe modification will make the result interpretations easier. In addition, the 

measurement in liquid phase may help more to probe hydrophobic interactions, and hence 

may improvise our knowledge regarding the interactions. 
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Annex I 

List of abbreviations 

AFM Atomic Force Microscopy 

BET  Brunauer–Emmett–Teller 

CFT colloid filtration theory 

CFM Chemical force microscopy 

DLVO Derjaguin-Landau-Verwey-Overbeek 

DLS  Dynamic light scattering 

EDX Energy dispersive X-ray scattering 

ENP Engineered nanoparticles 

fwhm full width at half maximum 

HA Humic acid 

HPLC High performance liquid chromatography 

ICP-MS Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 

KL Langmuir coefficient 

KF Freundlich coefficient 

n Freundlich exponent 

nAg Silver nanoparticle 

nAg-HA Humic acid coated silver nanoparticle 

nAg-citrate Citrate coated silver nanoparticle 

NOM Natural organic matter 

PSD Power spectral analysis 

PFQNM Peak force quantitative nanomechanical mapping 
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Qmax Absorption maximum 

SEM Scanning electron microscopy 

TEM Transmission electron microscopy 

TOC Total orgaic carbon 
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